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ABSTRACT
In contrast to traditional Chinese operas, the history of Chinese National Opera1 is only a
few decades long. Some scholars believe that many Chinese operas are feminist and
female-centered. However, from the aesthetic standard of women’s voice to the female
character’s inner world, it is hard to say that one can describe these operas as feminist simply
because women play leading roles or the female arias are more than male. This document will
explain the observation by analyzing the portrayal of female archetypes in Chinese national
opera and discussing how opera Xi Shi complies with or subverts the portrayal. The author
reached a strong conclusions that demonstrates that Chinese opera is not female-centered.
This document will also show how national opera is formulated in Chinese Confucianism and
a particular political context.

The Chinese National Opera was started around the 1930s. It combines musical elements and structure of
traditional Chinese opera, ditties, and operas based on Western European culture.
1
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INTRODUTION
For my research topic, I choose the female composer Lei Lei’s opera, Xi Shi, as my research
topic to explain my perspective in detail by examining its representation of female characters.
Contrast to traditional operas such as Beijing Opera2 and Yu Opera3, Xi Shi is an example of
Chinese National Opera. It was the first opera commissioned by the China National Center
for the Performing Arts. Premiered on October 29, 2009 in Beijing, the opera aimed to
“narrate the ancient Chinese legends of Xi Shi in the form of Western opera. It is precisely
through opera, an influential artistic language, that more people can take interest in Chinese
history, and understand the culture and spiritual world of Chinese people.”4
Xi Shi was a legendary figure who possibly lived during the Eastern Zhou Dynasty
(770–221 BC) and was known for her astonishing beauty. She is also the famous leading
figure of The Four Beauties5 in Chinese literature. There is not enough evidence to show
whether Xi Shi and her story really existed. The official records in the Eastern Zhou and Han
Dynasties such as Shiji,6 Zuozhuan,7 and Guoyu8 do not record the political affair that show
King Gou Jian of the country Yue sent Xi Shi to King Fu Chai of the country Wu to seduce
him. Therefore, the story of Xi Shi can be called a legend. Xi Shi has also become an artistic
image with many versions that reflect the representation of beautiful Chinese female images
in different historical periods. The story of Xi Shi has been reimagined with multiple endings,
which undoubtedly show how people in a specific period think about female humanity and
Also known as Peking Opera. It is one of the most prevalent traditional operas consisting of music, dance,
performing arts like mime and acrobatics in China. Beijing Opera combines local operas from north and south,
formed in Beijing, welcomed by the court of the late Qing Dynasty (1636–1912).
3
Yu Opera is one of the most significant Chinese local operas in China. It is originated in Kaifeng city, Henan
province of central China of the late Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) and formed in the middle Qing Dynasty.
4
“Opera Xi Shi,” National Centre Performing Arts, October 29, 2009, last accessed June 5th, 2021,
http://www.chncpa.org/jmsc_237/yzjm/201105/t20110507_42187.shtml.
5
The “Four Beauties”, originating from the folk songs of the Qing Dynasty, are Xi Shi, Wang Zhaojun, Diao
Chan, and Yang Yuhuan.
6
Shiji, translated as the Records of the Grand Historian by Sima Qian. Sima was an officer of Western Han
(202–220 BC) Dynasty. This monumental history covers the period from legendary Huang (Yellow) Emperor to
the Western Han dynasty.
7
Zuozhuan, translated as The Commentary of Zuo. The author of Zuozhuan is unsure. It is a narrative historical
record of Chinese chronicle Spring and Autumn period (771–476 BC). It covers the time from 722 to 468 BC.
8
The Guoyu is a collection that contains 240 speeches of Kings in Spring and Autumn period.
2
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status. The different representations of Xi Shi throughout the centuries make her a legendary
figure in various literary genres such as poetry, verse, novels, notes, and operas. These works
show the shaping of women’s image in different periods of society and reflect the changes of
women’s social status, which is what I will be examining.
Modern Chinese expatriate composers have also written operas, some of which take
the female character as a leading role and are considered feminist, such as Bright Sheng’s
Madame Mao (2003). Sheng provides a multi-dimensional interpretation of the female figure.
This two-act opera, written in English and premiered in Santa Fe Opera in 2003, New Mexico,
was most received by the Western audience. The opera has never been performed in China,
and there are only a few information could be found in Chinese database. In contrast, Xi Shi
in 2009 is an answer entirely from a Chinese perspective about how to interpret the female
role, and therefore is easier to find reviews from Chinese opera world. It is more relevant for
a discussion about the Chinese female figure in opera. This opera exhibits the Chinese
national operatic practice of assigning women the leading in an opera.
Besides looking back at the character history, I will sort out and list the famous
females in Chinese National Opera and sum up the cultural and political background of the
stories. My document will also briefly look at the development of Chinese National Opera. I
will discuss its traits and how the political and cultural context influence and compel the
female archetype of Chinese National Opera to use various themes in different periods, and
how Chinese aesthetics influence the music style in different periods. This document is
divided into five parts:
1) The Story
First, I discuss my motivation for choosing this story and project. After a brief
introduction of the composer, Lei Lei and the librettist, Zou Jingzhi, I will introduce Xi Shi
and describe how the story of Xi Shi is presented in Chinese literature and musical works in

2

different historical periods. Additionally, I will summarize the cultural connotation of the
destiny of Xi Shi throughout different periods.
2) The Chinese National Opera
The second chapter presents the key features of Chinese National Opera. How the
national operas are presented and performed in its evolution and how it shapes the female
archetypes in the process? Aesthetically speaking, how the national opera combined elements
of Western opera and traditional Chinese music elements? What is the preference for singing
techniques and performing of the genre? Furthermore, I will discuss how the gender image
that described in traditional opera affects national opera.
3) The Archetype
This chapter will classify the female roles in Chinese National Opera and summarize
the progressive and the backward notions of feminism in the genre through the viewpoints of
political infiltration and cultural influence. Does the evolution of women’s character reinforce
or change the traditional societal perspective?
4) The Production
This chapter discusses the differences in Xi Shi’s characteristics between the opera
libretto and traditional literature. Furthermore, I will analyze Xi Shi’s two arias in this opera
and summarize how the libretto interpretations the female roles from the previous chapters.
Compared with the past, are their personalities more complicated? Does the composer give
them enough opportunities to present their self-expression not only as women, but also as
human beings?
5) Conclusion
Does Xi Shi offer an answer that is more innovative than previous works in national
opera through either the music or the expression of female roles? What are the advantages
and disadvantages of these representations? Can the female characters of Chinese National

3

Operas attract more attention and perhaps have a better future because of Xi Shi? I will
discuss my thoughts concerning the cultural relevance of the reviews and present a
conclusion.

4

CHAPTER ONE—THE STORY
A Brief Introduction of the Screenwriter Zou Jingzhi and the Composer Lei Lei
Zou Jingzhi was born in 1952 in Nanchang, Jiangxi Province. His pen name is Xiaozhou. Zou
is a well-known screenwriter and poet. He is the vice-chairman of the Beijing Writers’
Association since 2011. He has written works from the 1980s in the genres of prose, poetry,
and fiction. Zou was the main screenwriter for the popular, twenty-first century Chinese TV
series Kangxi Incognito Travel (1995) and Cooper Teeth Ji Xiaolan (2000) in which he
showed his irony, humor in these two TV dramas. His film screenplays include Riding Alone
for Thousands of Miles (2005) and The Return (2014), which was directed by Zhang Yimou.
His opera works, The Night Banquet (1998), Xi Shi (2009), and The Orphan of Zhao (2018),
are all plays based on historical stories.9
Xi Shi is Zou’s second opera work. The writing style of Xi Shi’s libretto could be seen
as a combination of New Poetry10 and prose, carrying the oriental vision of beauty, with a
hint of taste of the Book of Song11. Zou also traveled to Xi Shi’s legendary hometown Zhuji
to explore the local musical style and culture, collecting Xi Shi’s story fragments and try to
reveal her deeper spiritual core.
Lei Lei is a Manchu composer who was born in Beijing in 1952. She is one of the
First-class Composer12 in China. She graduated from the Composition Department of
Shenyang Conservatory of Music in Liaoning Province, Northeast China. She is a member of
the Chinese Musicians’ Association, a central committee member of the China Democratic
League, and also serves as director of the Chinese Film Music Society. She has composed

Jinge Lu [路金戈], “‘Omnipotent screenwriter’ Zou Jingzhi’” [“全能”编剧邹静之], Biographies of
celebrities [名人传记], 2012.
10
The New Poetry style populated after 1919. Compared to the old poetry, the new poetry is closer to spoken
Chinese, which is easier to understand and memorize.
11
Book of Song, the earliest poem collection from the beginning of the Western Zhou Dynasty to the middle of
the Spring and Autumn Period (11th century to 6th century BC), contains 311 poems.
12
First-class Composer is one of the technical levels of composition assessed by the Chinese National Title
Agency.
9
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music for over 150 TV series, sixteen films and three plays. She also has composed two
instrumental works and some vocal works. Lei Lei’s famous works include the title song of
the TV series Four Generations Together (1985), Shanghai Family (1991), The Editor’s
Story (1992). Her famous songs include “Hymn of July” and “First Love and Final Love.”
Lei Lei was born into a musical family. Her father Lei Zhenbang was a famous
Chinese composer who mainly composes movie soundtracks. Lei Lei began studying piano at
the age of five, but she always loved figure skating and aspired to become an athlete at a
young age. Her idea of becoming an athlete was a cause for debate in her family but was
eventually approved by her dad. Lei Lei finally reached her dream and became a student of
the Jilin Provincial Sports School around age fourteen. Unfortunately, the Cultural
Revolution soon cut off her dream.
The Chinese Cultural Revolution, proposed by Chairman Mao, lasted for ten years
(1966–1976). The aim of the revolution was “to eliminate the bourgeois from the government,
army and culture work, consolidate the proletarian regime.”13 The higher education system
had been toppled over during the period—none of schools were open, and the college
entrance examination was canceled. The young people responded to the instruction from the
government with political fanaticism. Some of them humiliated intellectuals, beat teachers,
and looted stores. These activities became a serious social problem. In 1968, Chairman Mao
decided to send the students from the cities to the countryside to learn farm work, or
“Chadui”, which was a means of re-education by the central government. These students
mainly were from middle and high school, Lei Lei was one of them.
In 1968, Lei Lei responded to Chairman Mao Zedong’s call for re-education went to
“Chadui” at age sixteen and became a miner. Nine years later, in 1977, the Chinese
government resumed the college entrance examination system, which meant that young
Xi Shi [石希], “The Cultural Revolution” [文化大革命], News of the Communist Party of China [中国共产
党新闻], last accessed June 20th, 2021, http://cpc.people.com.cn/GB/64162/64167/4509876f.html.
13
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intellectuals who had been sent to the countryside during the Cultural Revolution had the
opportunity to return to the cities through college entrance exams and get the jobs they
wanted. Lei Lei was one of them. She worked during the day and practiced piano intensely at
night, and eventually entered the Shenyang Conservatory of Music.
Lei Lei’s most popular works feature beautiful and lyrical melodies extracted from
Chinese Han or ethnic minority music materials. Lei Lei said, “China is a vast country with
many ethnicities, has a glorious culture of five thousand years and its own form of traditional
opera, which contains a wealth of material that constitute the ‘musical language.’” Lei Lei
thinks Chinese people should explore more of the excellent folk music left behind by the
Chinese culture and create more songs with the Chinese music style.14
Xi Shi was commissioned by the National Center for the Performance Art in 2008.
Using the French grand opera formula, Xi Shi features large scale casts and orchestras to
present magnificent historical events. Taking the historical female archetype of Xi Shi as the
heroine, this opera uses both the Chinese traditional pentatonic mode and western musical
modes. Xi Shi was a new attempt at combining Western elements into Chinese National
Opera in the twenty-first century.

Xi Shi the Yarn-wash Girl
As will be shown, the background of the story of Xi Shi is undeniably a reflection of a
male-dominated society. Women are often only recorded in literature or official documents
with their appearance. Moreover, these beautiful women usually are princesses or concubines
who link to the court or authority. The images of these recorded beauties are constantly

Xiaoming, Zhao [赵晓明], “Longing for a sincere life—Remembering Manchu Female Composer Lei Lei”
[“渴望真诚的生活”──记满族女作曲家雷蕾], Journal of Shenyang Conservatory [沈阳音乐学院学报], 1995
(02): 43–47.
14
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changing in the history to better meet the men’s imagination. The four beauties’
stories embody this topic.
Xi Shi, originally named Shi Yiguang, was born in the Zhuluo village, in Zhuji city,
Zhejiang province. Shi was her last name and Xi means “the west.” The name literally means
a girl who lived in the western (Xi) Zhuluo village (figure 1).

Figure 1: The Portrait of Xi Shi by Zhou Wenju (activated around 943–975)15

The Pre Qin Period (–221BC)
The earliest record of Xi Shi was in the book Guan Zi-Xiao cheng16 in the Pre Qin
period: “Mao Qiang and Xi Shi are the beauties of the world.” Besides Guan Zi, Xi Shi was
also recorded in Zhuang Zi- Qi Wu Lun,17Mo Zi-Qin Shi,18 etc. Among these records in the
early period, the book Mo Zi, the closest record to the time of the war between Wu Guo and

Collected in The Palace Museum, the picture is public dominated.
Guanzi-Xiaocheng is an essay written by Guan Zhong, a military strategist during the Spring and Autumn
Period (770–476 BC).
17
The essay consists of five stories that illustrate the concept of “qiwu”: all things are ultimately the same, with
no differences, and no distinction between right and wrong, beauty and ugliness, good and evil, or nobility.
18
Mozi’s philosophical work, Qin Shi explores how to get close to and reuse intellectuals.
15
16
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Yue Guo19, says “Therefore, Bi Gan was killed because he was too noble; Meng Ben was
killed because he was too brave; Xi Shi died because she was too beautiful; Wu Qi was
cracked because he was too powerful.”20 From this, scholars then deduced that Xi Shi was
not a fictional figure since the others mentioned were real people.

The Han Dynasty (202BC–220)
Xi Shi became the crucial figure related to the political failure of the Wu Guo. Both
the Jue Yue Shu21 by Yuan Kang and the Wu Yue Chun Qiu22 by Zhao Ye provide
information about Xi Shi’s biography. In these books, Xi Shi was a beautiful woman from
Wu in the Eastern Zhou Dynasty (770–221BC). She was a countryside girl, and her father
made a living by selling firewood. These two books also show that Gou Jian, king of Yue,
searched for beautiful women in his Guo and finally found two beauties, Xi Shi and Zheng
Dan. He spent three years teaching them to behave like nobility. After dedicating them to the
king of Wu, they immediately became the king’s favorite concubines.
These works contain the fundamental elements of the story of Xi Shi although they
did not have any living details of her, only a brief biography.

The Wei, Jin, Northern and Southern dynasties (220–589)

The Eastern Zhou Dynasty has multiple subordinate regimes. However, the regimes were not under the
emperor of Zhou's control; they had their independent army and government. It is hard to say Wu and Yue are
countries, nations, or states. This article will use the Pinyin, a Chinese pronunciation assistance system
composed of English letters, to refer to Wu and Yue regimes. The original Chinese character is [国], in Pinyin
as Guo.
20
The original text as “是故比干之殪，其伉也。孟贲之杀，其勇也。西施之沉，其美也。吴起之裂，其
事也。”
21
The Yue Jue Shu is the earliest surviving local history in China. The Yue Jue Shu was written by Yuan Kang
and Wu Ping wholived in Eastern Han Dynasty (20BC–225).
22
Wu Yue Chun Qiu, written by Zhao Ye in the Eastern Han Dynasty, is a work that focuses on the historical
events of Wu and Yue during the Spring and Autumn and Warring States period (770–476 BC).
19
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With the spread of Buddhism and metaphysics, novels that contain mysterious
elements were prevalent in this period. Qiong Guai Lu23 and Shi Shuo Xin Yu24 praise Xi Shi
for her beauty. Frequent changes of leadership led to social chaos during this period. Literati
and the bureaucrats could not achieve their aspirations and ambition in the court. The
situation forced people to focus more on self-awareness. The pursuit of beauty and the
freedom to explore their personalities and aesthetics were important topics of the period.
Compared to the Han Dynasty, both men and women were more cared to earn their
reputation through exquisite dress and passionate lifestyle. Zong Baihua said that “the
discovery of individual and self-worth is the greatest contribution of the era of ‘A New
Account of the Tales of the World.’”25 So, the literati and the bureaucrats focused on Xi
Shi’s appearance more than before. They do not write about conspiracy, nor do they speak
about Xi Shi’s destiny. Her identity switched to the yarn-wash beauty from the daughter of a
firewood seller.

The Tang Dynasty (618–907) and Song Dynasty (960–1279)
Praising Xi Shi was the dominant perspective of the existing poetry of this period,
although there were some derogatory, but weak, voices. First, the Tang was one of the most
diverse societies in China’s history. Instead of closing its borders, Tang had a great
willingness to communicate with other countries. Frequent economic activities between Tang
and mid-east countries allowed the cultures to intermingle together and bring about
population growth. After the long-term war between ethnics in the Wei, Jin, Southern and
Northern Dynasties, the cultural mingle was fully released in the Tang Dynasty. Spanned
Qiong Guai Lu is a book mainly written about goblins and fairies.
Also known as “A New Account of the Tales of the World.” It was a historical compilation that compiled by
Liu Yiqing (403–444) during the Liu Song dynasty (420–479) of the Northern and Southern dynasties
(420–589). It contains stories of Chinese scholars, musicians, and artists during the 2nd–4th centuries.
25
Baihua, Zong [宗白华], “Discuss the Shi Shuo Xin Yu and the Beauty of people from Jin Dynasty” [论世说
新语和晋人的美], New College Entrance Exam [新高考], Jiangsu Educational Publication [江苏教育出版社],
2015.
23
24
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three hundred years, the Tang Empire was a major golden age in Chinese history. Ethics in
this highly diverse society were not as strict as in the Ming and Qing Dynasties. The society
left women a space to step onto the political stage. China welcomed its first female emperor,
Wu Zetian, in this period. She was like a shot of stimulant, which made women in the Tang
Dynasty more active in participating in social activities and politics. Wu Zetian affected the
civilian life and their customs no matter what class they were in. The institution of marriage
in Tang Dynasty was not strict, and the society and court did not tend to interfere in divorce
or remarriage.
The most important form of literature in the Tang Dynasty was poetry. It was
common that poets penned their opinions by describing historical figures or events. Xi Shi
was one of the topics. The most renowned poets, such as Li Bai and Luo Yin, wrote about her.
Wu Gu Gong (Old Wu Palace) by Chang Jian and Yong Huan Xi Sha by Wang Changling are
still popular today. In general, poets of this era saw Xi Shi as a crucial cause for Wu’s failure.
However, works in this period normally highlighted the sincere goodness of her personality,
and Xi Shi’s beauty prominently, without a heavy political color. Xi Shi’s death symbolized
the death of beauty.
During this period, Xi Shi completely changed from a historical figure to a
changeable literary figure. Different versions of the story were delivered by poet according to
their perspectives. Some of them said that Xi Shi was coquettish and flirtatious, like Gusu Tai
Zaju by Li Shen, “Xi Shi’s intoxicating dancing makes the flowers fall, her seductive posture
like a Yao26 makes the moon jealous.”27 Li Shen despised Xi Shi and her beauty; he
regarded Xi Shi as a demon. Luo Yin wrote, “When the rise and fall of a family or a country
Yao, refers to the Chinese character [妖]. Yao, the character itself, could mean the gorgeous, abnormal,
seductively charming person or things. In the context of the describes a girl like Xi Shi, it means a woman who
is frivolous by nature or excessively enchanting in dress. Yao Nv is usually reincarnated from animals such as
foxes or rabbits. Therefore, Yao Nv has the qualities of an animal. For example, Daji, the concubine of King Di
Xin of the Shang Dynasty, was reincarnated from a fox. She bewitched King Di Xin to do cruel things to people,
which eventually led to the destruction of the Shang.
27
The original text as “西施醉舞花艳倾，妒月娇娥恣妖惑。”
26
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comes, why do Wu people blame Xi Shi? If Xi Shi was able to defeat Wu, who would be
responsible for the fall of Yue? ”28 Cui Daorong’s Xi Shi Tan also states that Xi Shi was
innocent, and the author showed his sympathy, “when the ruffian slaughtered the Wu, Xi Shi
was infamous. The spring water was flowing rapidly, I seem to hear someone say ‘unfair.’”29

The Song (960–1279) and Yuan (1271–1368) Dynasties
The Song Dynasty has been considered conservative by the public; however, that is
not the whole story. The clothing style in early Song remained from Tang. In the novel Water
Margin (around 1350),30 the author Shi Naian describes a scene of sumo. Duan Sanniang, the
woman wrestler wore “arrow-like small sleeves with tight parrot green short jacket, under a
big crotch purple pinch sleeve pants.”31 And many places had women sumo; Books such as
Meng Liang Lu32shown, “In the market sumo, female sumo wrestlers first competition, with
arm strength to determine the winner.”33 Sometimes the woman sumo wrestlers of the Song
Dynasty wore fewer clothes. The minister of the time, Sima Guang, expressed his
dissatisfaction with the costume of women sumo wrestling in his petition On the Women
Sumo Wrestling of Shangyuan Festival, Sima believed it was not polite for the emperor to
bring his concubines outside the palace to watch women’s sumo wrestling during the Lantern
Festival because the wrestlers were almost naked and suggested that the emperor ban
women’s sumo wrestling.34
The original text as “家国兴亡自有时，吴人何苦怨西施。西施若能倾吴国，越国亡来又是谁? ”
The original text as “宰痞亡吴国，西施陷恶名。浣纱春水急，似有不平声。”
30
The water margin describes the story of 108 heroes led by Song Jiang who revolted in mountain Liang at the
end of the Northern Song Dynasty and accepted recruitment and fought everywhere after gathering
righteousness. It recorded the lifestyle and culture of that period. It is one of the masterpieces of Chinese novels.
31
The original text as “箭杆小袖紧身鹦哥绿短袄，下穿一条大裆紫夹袖裤儿。”
32
Meng Liang Lu was a book wrote by Wu Zimu in 1274. It is a reliable source to study about urban life in
Lin’an, the capital of the Southern Song Dynasty (1127–1279). The author describes the landscape, the
marketplace, and the citizens’ lifestyle in Lin’an.
33
The original text as “瓦市相扑者，乃路岐人聚集一等伴侣，以图手之资。先以女飐（即女相扑手）数对
打套子，令人观睹，然后以膂力者争交。”
34
On the Women Wrestling of Shangyuan Festival was a petition by the minister Sima Guang in 1062. The
petition was collected in Sima Guang collection by Liu Qiao in 1113 and published by several publications. The
28
29
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Politically, the rebellion of the An Lushan35 during the An-Shi War36 led the
leadership to believe once again that giving power to people of a different ethnicity would
destabilize the regime. In addition to this, during the chaotic period of the Five Dynasties
(907–960), the emperor’s authority became weak. The first priority of the emperor and his
interests was the stability and legacy of the dynasty rather than the development of the
country, and so the emperor chose to value the literati, the scholars and the bureaucrats, and
to despise the generals and warriors. Tang’s collapse reinforced the ruling class’s assumption
that resolving conflicts within the regime was always of primary concern. The popularity of
science in the Song Dynasty was a result of the concern.
As opera became popular with the general public during the Song and Yuan Dynasties,
the dramatic conflict over the image of Xi Shi increased, and she was depicted as a Yao Nv
more frequently. In the early Southern Song, Dong Ying’s “The Lyrics of Xi Zi” focused on
the history of the rivalry between the states of Wu and Yue. The article said, after King
Goujian of Yue was released from prison and returned to his Guo, Yue minister Wen Zhong
proposed a stratagem that need Xi Shi to participate, “break the Wu strategy, only the Yao
Nv.”37 Xi Shi was persuaded by other minister Fan Li to go to Wu to show her loyalty to the
Yue. The king of Wu, obsessed with Xi Shi, lived a lavish and extravagant life and neglected
to govern the country.
The most popular drama of the Yuan Dynasty was the Zaju.38 In Guan Hanqing’s
Gusutai Zaju”and Zhao Mingdao’s “Tao Zhu Gong Fan Li Returns to the Western Lake”, the
story of Xi Shi began to be associated with Fan Li. Zhao Mingdao wrote, “Xi Shi, you are
author uses the version published by Sichuan University Press: Guang, Sima [司马光], Sima Guang Collection
[司马光文集], Sichuan University Press [四川大学出版社], 2010.
35
An Lushan (January 22, 703–January 29, 757), originally surnamed Kang, belongs the Sogdiana ethnic group.
He started out as a favorite minister of the emperor, but later led a revolt make the collapse of Tang.
36
The An-Shi Rebellion, led by the Tang generals An Lushan and Shi Siming from December 16, 755 to
February 17, 763, was a civil war for dominance that marked the turning point of the Tang dynasty from
prosperity to decline.
37
The original texts as “破吴策，唯妖女。”
38
Mostly refers to the opera popular in the north of the Yuan Dynasty.
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older now and have lost all your grace. You are so old that you put flowers to shame. The
leaves of the trees fall in autumn. It is hard for me to stay when my heart goes, and you have
your own homeland to which you can no longer return.”39 This line, arranged by the author
for Fan Li, begins with the statement that Xi Shi returns to the state of Yue and spends the
rest of her life there. But she has “lost all her charm,” her beauty is no more, and she is very
old that she puts flowers to shame. She is not a pure woman anymore. Fan Li, the old lover of
Xi Shi, humiliates and abandons her. Fan Li described the righteous gentleman who saved the
Yue, sinking the “dirty” Xi Shi into the lake. Xi Shi’s sin was not only her loss of chastity,
but also the loss of her beauty. Fan Li, as a respected scholar represented the author Zhao to
give Xi Shi the ultimate judgement.
In the Tang Dynasty, Xi Shi had multiple images, whereas during the Song and Yuan
Dynasties she was more portrayed as a Yao Nv. This is not a coincidence. The Tang’s
integrated society and open-mind cultural expression gave the literati and the artists the
freedom to create their works. The social status of women at that time was relatively high in
Tang. There is no doubt that the prevalence of Cheng Zhu Neo Confucianism, which began in
the Song dynasty with the idea of preserving divine justice and extinguishing human desires,
created the image of Xi Shi as a Yao Nv. Females were alienated from the court and from the
authority, and the ordinary women in society became an “absent” image after being deprived
of education. They were silenced.

The Ming (1368–1644) and The Qing (1636–1912) Dynasties
There are about four works related to Xi Shi in the Ming Dynasty. They are “Journey
to the Five Lakes” by Wang Daokun, Liang Chennian’s “Wash the Yarn”, the lost “The Story

Mingdao Zhao [赵明道], “Zhao Mingdao-Tao Zhu Gong Fan Li Returns to the Western Lake” Essay In
Quan Yuan Song Collection [赵明道全元曲], ed. Xu Zheng (Hebei: Hebei Education Publication [河北教育出
版社], 2020.
39
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of the Floating Gull” by Chong Yansheng, and “The Inverted of Wash the Yarn” by
Anonymous. “Journey to the Five Lakes” did not have Xi Shi as the main character, but the
author did not treat Xi Shi cruelly. In this play, Fan Li returns to the countryside after the
defeat of Wu, and lives in seclusion with Xi Shi. The play is meticulous in its depiction of the
beauty of Xi Shi and positive in its assessment of her activities as a spy between the two Guo.
“Wash the Yarn” was popular with dancers and singers during the Ming Dynasty. It closely
combines the love story between characters with political events such as the Kauiji war,
which indicates the decay of Wu. Xi Shi is exceptionally beautiful and radiant in this story,
and she is more vivid and humanized than in previous productions. Xi Shi did not die for her
country, and she was not a curse. The play focused on the beauty of Xi Shi and her character
of understanding righteousness. It is the first work that depicts Xi Shi putting the benefit of
the country first. Patriotism and nationalism are integrated into Xi Shi’s personality.
“The Inverted of Wash the Yarn”, like its name suggests, is a story that is the opposite
of “Wash the Yarn.” In “Wash the Yarn,” after the fall of Wu, Xi Shi hopes to marry Fan Li,
but Fan Li fears that Gou Jian, the king of Yue, will see her and obsess with her, thus
affecting the future of the country. So Fan sinks Xi Shi into the river. Fan Li explained to the
public why Xi Shi had to be killed—Xi Shi had framed the minister Wu Zixu while she was
in Wu. Fu Chai treated her well. As the wife of the king of Wu, she needed to dedicate herself
to Wu instead of betrayal him. She lived a lavish life and manipulated the downfall of the Wu.
The author demanded that Xi Shi be faithful to the king of Wu since she was already married
to him, because a woman’s first duty is to be faithful to her husband.
Such a divided image of Xi Shi in the Ming dynasty was caused by the further
conservatism of feudal society and the critical consciousness of male power brought about by
economic development. In China, from the middle of the Ming Dynasty onwards, trading
activities flourished, international and domestic trade exchanges were frequent, economic
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development liberated women and men to some extent from their duties in a small peasant
society, and the traditional social structure was impacted. Compare to Tang, the dress of
women in Ming Dynasty was more conservative (figure 2 and 3). On the other hand, in
contrast to Zhu Xi’s “Preservation of the Divine Principle and the Extinction of Human
Desires,”40 Wang Yangming’s “Knowledge and Action in Unity, Knowledge and Action in
Parallel,”41 which rebelled against the old structure of society. Inherited from the Wang
Yangming school, the Taizhou school further affirmed human desire and self-consciousness.
The beginnings of feminist consciousness started appearing in literature as well. Evidence for
this was reflected in the novels of scholars like Cao Xueqin.
There are a few works about Xi Shi in the Qing Dynasty. According to my
research,“Tao Zhu Gong” was written by Yu Tian Xian Shi, “Floating Xi Shi” written by Xu
Shiqi and “The dream of Zhuluo” by Chen Dong feature Xi Shi. Overall, the image of Xi Shi
was not significantly different from that of the Ming dynasty, and she was still entrusted with
the moral requirements of expectations for female fidelity.42

The original texts as “存天理, 灭人欲.”
The original text as “知行合一, 知行并进.”
42
Wang, Hui [王惠]. “Overview of Xi Shi’s Images” [西施形象概述]. Master’s thesis, Fudan University [复旦
大学], 2001.
40
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Figure 2, A Beauty Wearing a Hairpin by Zhou Fang in Tang Dynasty43

Figure 3, the Empress Chen of the Ming Dynasty by Anonymous44

43
44

Collected in The Palace Museum, the picture is public dominated.
Collected in The Anhui Provincial Museum, the picture is public dominated.
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CHAPTER TWO—THE CHINESE NATIONAL OPERA
The Genre and the Political Context
Chinese urban clusters first grew in the Tang and Song Dynasties, and provided nourishing
environment for musical plays.45 Citizens no longer had to work long in agriculture and have
more time for entertainment. Music plays such as Nanxi46, Zaju, and later Beijing Opera
populated in different periods. Local operas also had their audience. For most of China’s long
history of a small peasant economy, only a few people, such as the elite class of scholars,
bureaucrats, or merchants with enough financial support, had access to education. Like the
ancient Greek viewpoints of music, the Chinese considered music to be educational. The
thought could be seen as early as Zhou Dynasty. Scholars think that music is the harmony of
heaven and earth, and etiquette is the order of heaven and earth.47 Opera has been used as a
means of moral reform and education, so-called education on the stage.48 This tradition was
passed down in an expanded manner to modern China, where social patterns were changing
dramatically.
Western classical singing and opera were introduced to China along with the Foreign
Affairs Movement49 and the Restoration and Reformation50 in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. After nearly a century of long-term wars, the expectation of establishing
a new culture that suited modern society in a new era was an important driving force behind
the emergence of Chinese National Opera. From its birth, Chinese National Opera was
accompanied by the advocacy and active participation of modern intellectuals and the

Maochun Liang and Yan Ming [梁茂春，明言], Contemporary Chinese Music [中国近现代音乐史] (Beijing:
People’s Music Publication [人民音乐出版社], 2008.
46
Nanxi is the earliest Han Chinese opera genre that emerged in southern China from the end of the Northern
Song dynasty to the beginning of the Yuan dynasty (1200–1400).
47
The original text as “乐者，天地之和也；礼者，天地之序也.” from Liji, a collection that records social forms
and etiquette from Zhou Dynasty by Dai Sheng from Han Dynasty.
48
The original text as “高台教化.”
49
The Foreign Affairs Movement initiated by ministers during the late Qing dynasty (1860–1890) to introduce
western military equipment, machinery and technology to maintain the rule of the Qing.
50
A political movement (June 11, 1898–December 21, 1898) aims to reform the government.
45
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Chinese Communist Party. They were very positive about the role of literature and music in
the cause of moral change. It dictated that the nature of Chinese National Opera could not be
divorced from its political overtones and cultural orientation.
The person who first proposed the terminology Chinese National Opera is now
untraceable. It was initially supported by Yan’an, North-west China, one of the significant
places of the red regime. It is characterized by a practical combination of traditional opera,
ditties, and operas based on Western European culture. Therefore, the analysis of female
archetypes in national operas requires a review of traditional Chinese cultural representations
of females and the political elements.
As previously mentioned, Chinese National Opera began, in a sense, as an imitation
and explored its direction from the imitation. Learning from Western opera, Chinese National
Operas now featured arias, recitative, duets, and choral movements. Western instruments
were also added to the orchestra in national opera. Operas after the Cultural Revolution
started to employ Western musical forms and modes more frequently and boldly. In
Contemporary Chinese Music, Liang Maochun states,
Chinese National Opera has developed on the basis of Chinese folk
music (especially traditional operatic music and dance music) and Western
opera, and blends a variety of art forms; it is the result of the combination
and integration of Chinese and foreign opera music. Chinese National
Opera is a broad concept... Chinese National Opera, from the earlier ‘new
opera’, is neither a simple importation of foreign art form, nor is it as
indigenous as traditional opera... Chinese National Opera is based on
Western opera and Chinese traditional opera (including folk songs)... It
should be said that Chinese National Opera was born out of Western opera
and borrowed from traditional opera, which was constantly enriched to
make our national opera more expressive of Chinese life.51
Generally speaking, the musical elements of most early national operas were directly
spliced from different kinds of folk songs or traditional operas. For example, in the opera The
White-haired Girl (1940), folk melodies were used to express the optimism and innocence of
Maochun Liang and Yan Ming [梁茂春，明言], Contemporary Chinese Music [中国近现代音乐史] (Beijing:
People’s Music Publication [人民音乐出版社], 2008.
51
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the female protagonist Xi’er, while Shanxi Bangzi52 and Hebei Bangzi53 were added to
express Xi’er’s rebellion. The Beijing Opera’s Erhuang and Xipi54 was also used.55 The
Shandong opera Theatre’s national opera Yue Fei (2014) used the singing technique and
dancing of Kunqu56. This style of opera also used more ethnic instruments. Opera elements
were able to provide Chinese audiences with an accessible window into Western opera. In
1977, after the end of the Cultural Revolution, Chinese National Operas explored a greater
diversity of libretti, music and singing techniques.
China has been opening its borders over the past century; communication between
China and the Western world has become multidimensional. More people in China have
started to appreciate bel canto style, and this has created opportunities for operas that only
use the Western classical singing technique. The national opera usually draws lessons from
the stylized performance57 of Beijing Opera, namely Shou, Yan, Shen, Fa, Bu (hand, eye,
body, method, and step). The specific body language in Beijing Opera was absorbed by
national opera actors. As far as the singing technique, besides Western classical technique,
Chinese opera also extracts elements from the Chinese primitive singing technique, Beijing
Opera, and Yu Opera to enhance the Chinese aesthetic. This manner of singing, called
Chinese folk singing, was used in operas such as Mulan Poem (2004).
The libretti of Chinese National Operas are mainly written in two styles. One is a
traditional poetic style. This style uses metric lines characterized by certain rules, with
respect to tonal pattern and rhyme scheme. The other style employs modern poetic style,
Shanxi Bangzi, an opera style formed in the Ming dynasty that contain aria and dialogue, was popular in
central northern China. The melodies are gentle and smooth, the tunes are soft and mellow.
53
A style of opera formed during the Daoguang period of the Qing dynasty (1821–1850). The singing style is
divided into three lines: Sheng, Dan and Chou. High-pitched exciting voice features generous or melancholy
emotions are the characteristics of Hebei Bangzi.
54
Singing styles of Beijing Opera.
55
Cao, Mingming [曹明明].“On the Three Climaxes of the Development of Chinese Opera” [简谈中国歌剧发
展的三次高潮]. Popular Literature and Art [大众文学] no. 22 (2010): 101.
56
Kunqu, which originated in the Ming dynasty, was a kind of opera popular in parts of central and northern
China. With the gentle tunes and elegant style, it was mainly for the audience of the scholarly class.
57
Stylized performance refers to the standard and format of the stage performance of Beijing Opera. The
original meaning is performing under regulations.
52
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which breaks away from the strict rules of rhyme. This means the number of characters in
each sentence does not always have to be the same. The flexibility of the tonal pattern makes
the text easy to combine with Western opera elements.
Chinese National Opera composers often employed Chinese pentatonic scales58 to
imitate melodies of traditional Chinese folk song, like the aria “Hong Mei Zan” (Song of Red
Plum blossom) sung by Sister Jiang in the national opera Sister Jiang (1964).59 Some
national operas do not use the pentatonic scale, but a hint of Chinese melody can be still
found, as in the aria “Ah! Wo de Huzi Ge” (Ah! My Brother Tiger) sung by Jinzi in the opera
The Wilderness (1987).60 Also, the use of a Chinese instrument like the Er Hu61 in a
western-based orchestra is another popular way to enhance a Chinese impression in national
opera.

Periodic Development of Chinese National Opera
Nowadays, Chinese National Opera mostly employ realistic themes in three or four
acts, including dance, recitatives, dialogues, and arias.
There are four main categories of the types of stories. In the first category, the
characters reject their old miserable lives and pursue revolution under the leadership of the
Chinese Communist Party. The characters struggle for socialism and look forward to a new
life in these operas. The second style reflects the realistic and love life of ordinary people.
The characters struggle for their right to freely pursue marriage and a democratic life. The
third style is a libretto based on historical stories. And in the fourth style, the stories reflect

A five-tone scale. See more information in the glossary.
Based on Jiang Zhujun’s story, also known as Jiang’s revolt of the government of the Republic of China.
60
The four-act opera Yuan Ye was adapted by Wan Fang from Cao Yu’s drama, composed by Jin Xiang. It was
premiered by China Opera and Dance Institution in Beijing Tianqiao Theatre on July 25, 1987. The opera tells
the story of love and revenge of young farmers Qiu Hu.
61
The Er Hu is a bowed stringed instrument that has been populated in China for thousands of years. It could be
used as a solo instrument or in the orchestra.
58
59
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the happiness of people’s lives after 1949 and describe the close friendship between different
nationalities.
There are three periods according to the characteristics of music and story content.
The first period was around 1949; representative works have The White-haired Girl, Wang
Gui and Li Xiangxiang (1951), Red Leaf River (1947), Xiao Er Hei’s Marriage (1953), and
Liu Hulan (1948). These works have strong political overtones and describe the cruel and
dark side of Chinese society from late Qing to 1949 while telling heroic stories under the
leadership of the Chinese Communist Party. Musically, they use Chinese regional folk songs
from different regions and traditional opera music. For instance, the melody of the heroine
Xi’er in The White-haired Girl uses the Hebei folk song “Little White Cabbage.” The singing
techniques of this period are mainly derived from Chinese traditional opera.
The second period was between 1950 and the Cultural Revolution, most of Chinese
national opera, while still serving politics, absorbed more musical elements and forms from
the Western world. The representative works of this period include “Flying out of the Cage of
Suffering” from the Song of Grassland (1955), “Seeing the Liberation of All the Laboring
People in the World” and “No tears, No sorrow” from Honghu Red Guards (1959), “People
in Five States Laugh Together” and “I Contribute My Youth to Communism” from Sister
Jiang.
A typical aria in this second period was an extension of a strophic folk ditty. Problems
such as the imbalance in the number of solos and choruses or duets and trios, the
disproportion in the ratio of male to female arias still existed. Another change is the
development in instrumental music. Composers used more Western instruments in their
compositions, with larger orchestra shapes and enriched orchestral colors.
The third period was after the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976), the creation of opera
flourished anew especially due to the deficient musical work. National operas like The
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Mourning for The Past (1981) in the 1980s as well as The Wilderness (1987) and The Party’s
Daughter (1991) in the 1990s were widely played on the radio in every household with an
unimaginably large portion of the audience.62
Although they all involved political elements, the libretti focused more on the
portrayal of love, affection, and humanity. The opera The Wilderness tells the story of
people’s powerlessness over their fate in a hopeless society through the portrayal of their
characters. Instead of shouting revolutionary slogans to the audience, the songs enable the
characters to convey the story tension by their personality. There are also experimental
attempts that do not contain political elements, such as Guo Wenjing’s Diary of a Madman
(1994). This opera, inspired by expressionist music, is an atonal composition. It uses
elements of Chinese opera extensively in recitative or dialogue rather than melody.
In short, the music of the national operas of this period moved further away from
regional folk ditties and were instead structured closer to Western operas based on European
culture. At the same time, unlike in the past, the appropriate of number of duets or trios were
added. The structure of the opera started becoming more balanced. For instance, the music of
Mourning for the Past used sonata form. After the year 2000, a new trend that takes ancient
historical figures as the story’s protagonists started to popular in the Chinese opera world. Xi
Shi (2009), Mulan Poems (2004), Yang Guifei (2004) and Sima Qian (2000) are examples of
such subjects. Whether the topic is historical figures or modern figures, the propaganda
factors have not left some national operas. However, both styles incorporate more the
spiritual core of the characters.

Preference of Singing Techniques and Performance Style

Cao, Mingming [曹明明].“On the Three Climaxes of the Development of Chinese Opera” [简谈中国歌剧发
展的三次高潮]. Popular Literature and Art [大众文学] no. 22 (2010): 101.
62
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The extensive use of national singing in national operas gave nourishment to the
development and maturity of this singing style. Before 1949, the musical elements of national
opera came mainly from folk songs. The first generation of opera singers, such as Wang Kun
and Guo Lanying, only had experience singing folk songs and traditional operas.The style
and expression pursued in traditional opera singing set some standards for the initial national
operas, such as pronunciation and ornamentation. The melodies were closer to folk songs; the
texts were more conversational and easier to understand; the singing techniques and
performance styles were more comparable to traditional opera. This showed a completely
different tendency from the art songs of the bourgeois taste represented by Shanghai in the
1930s.
During the winter of 1949, in the Music Communication Department, an organization
that combined two institutions, the Chinese Music Association and the Central Conservatory
of Music, wished to better define the new singing style. Who should take the lead, Western
classical singing or Chinese folk singing, Western musical styles, or Chinese musical styles?
One of the answers of this conference was that the singing technique belonging to the new
China should, in any case, express the spirit of the Chinese people, convey the feelings of the
Chinese people, be easily understood by the public, and use subject matter that reflects class
struggle and conveys democracy.
In 1957, the Chinese Ministry of Culture held the National Conference on Vocal
Music Teaching in which a group of 150 Chinese folk singers, traditional opera singers,
university teachers with study abroad experience, and composers participated (Cheng Yanqiu,
Zhou Xiaoyan, Lin Junqing, Guo Lanying, Jiang Ying). In his report, Liu Zhiming, the
Vice-Minister of Chinese Ministry of Culture at the time, set a direction that institutions with
music programs in the higher education system should train singers in Western classical
singing and Chinese national singing. Under the guidance of the Ministry of Culture,
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Shanghai Conservatory of Music, Shenyang Conservatory of Music, and other institutions
started vocal majors in national singing in the following year. The national singing in this
period relied more on Chinese traditional opera singing than it does now. Taking sopranos as
an example, Hebei opera used more chest voices, Beijing opera used more falsetto, while Yu
opera was more balanced. Teachers assigned appropriate styles based on the characteristics of
the singers’ voice. The practice of training national singers with extensive traditional opera
singing techniques changed in 1980s.
The Inheritance of a Traditional Gender Image
Under the Patriarchy of Confucianism, the aesthetics of the female voice in East
Asian culture suggested obedience. To appreciate the beauty of a woman’s voice, some
common Chinese expressions include “the sound of a warbling swallow,” “a crisp silver bell,”
“as warm as a spring breeze.” These descriptions and metaphors leave the listener the idea of
a light, high-pitched, soft voice.
As mentioned earlier, most of the actors in Chinese National Opera were former
traditional opera singers in the early period. Hence, their singing technique naturally inherited
the aesthetic tendencies of Confucianism concerning genders, such as emphasis on the voice
quality of brightness and less chest voice to show women’s femininity.
In the history of Chinese national singing there is one person whose name cannot be
ignored. The training philosophy he used influenced the concept of teaching national singing
throughout the higher education system after the nineties. Jin Tielin (b. 1940) was born in the
northeast of China in Harbin, Heilongjiang Province, to a family of doctors of Manchu
ethnicity. After graduating from the China Conservatory of Music in 1964, he became a
soloist and played in the Central Orchestra until 1981. Jin then returned to the China
Conservatory of Music to specialize in the teaching philosophy of Chinese national singing.
He served as dean of the China Conservatory of Music from 1996 to September 2009.
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Jin’s reputation is closely linked to the rapid development of the Chinese television
industry beginning in the 1980s. His pupils included Li Guyi, Peng Liyuan, Song Zuying,
Yan Weiwen, Dong Wenhua, Zhang Ye, Tang Can, Lu Jihong, Zhang Yan, Zuhai, Wang
Lida, and Chang Sisi. These students received instruction in his singing technique and
performance style and took over the screens of China’s most prevent television stations such
as China Central Television and the local government satellite stations. These singers became
television stars. They filmed music videos and sang about the Chinese landscape and the
spirituality of the Chinese people.63
Jin said the standard for a successful national singer is that she or he can do a good
job in seven aspects: the voice, the emotion, the pronunciation, the style, the performance, the
musicianship, and the appearance.64 Although some of theories Jin have proposed such as
fulcrum65 have been criticized, the influence of the star singer empire created by Jin and his
students in contemporary Chinese national singing cannot be ignored. The mainstream
academic school of national singing, represented by Jin, combines a folk song style with a
brighter timbre than Western classical singing, and does not emphasize the use of the chest
voice since brighter tones sounds more feminine. The performance style draws on stylized
performances.
Chinese National Opera has continued the stylized performance of Beijing Opera
from its inception. Beijing Opera’s performing style is being used for many singers. As Jin
commented about Peng Liyuan’s performances in Xiao Er Hei’s Marriage, “These stylized

Yang Fang [杨芳], “Jin Tielin and his teaching on national singing technique” [金铁霖及其民族声乐教学艺
术], Nothern Music [北方音乐], no. 3 (2018): 215.
64
The original texts is “声，情，字，味，表，养，象。”
65
In his master classes and monographs, Jin Tielin mentions that the fulcrum is a metaphor used to imagine the
voice placement, and the singer can imagine that the voice comes from the foot so that the foot can be a fulcrum.
63
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performances of the hands, eyes, body, method and steps are an excellent tradition of our
theatrical art and influenced on Chinese aesthetics profoundly.”66
Stylized performance, in Chinese, means the performing using with existing rules and
regulations. It requires that the actor’s body language remains consistent from performance to
performance. In Chinese Vocal Music Goes Global by Forming a Chinese Vocal School,
Zhang Quan states that stylized performance is a synthesis of the traditional Chinese opera; it
is one of the essential features in traditional performance philosophy.67
If today’s audience were to watch a video recording of Mei Lanfang’s performance,
they would find that Mei’s motions are aesthetically pleasing no matter when they press the
pause button to see his specific pose. The stylized performance attempts to transform all of
life’s everyday movements into an artistic language that tends to be perfect and mandates that
the actor use the same movements the next time he or she performs. A seasoned Beijing
Opera enthusiast can be keenly aware of changes in the actor’s movements. If an actor
needed to take five steps, but they took seven steps instead, it would have been seen as a
subversion of the rules and would have created controversy among enthusiasts. In other
words, each performance is a repetition of the artistic effect that tends to be perfect.
Cai Jizhou describes stylized performances as follows,
The stylized performance of traditional opera reproduces the rhythm
of life, aesthetic, personality and consciousness of ancient people.
However, the performance is, after all, a product of the feudal era, branded
with distinctive period characteristics. Time changes, stylized performance
and modern people's aesthetic apart, people have psychological blockage
and boredom to it. At this time, the performance does not adapt to the
requirements of the times anymore.68

Lin Liu [刘麟], “Peng Liyuan’s Singing” [彭丽媛的歌唱艺术], Chinese Journal [中国音乐], no. 1 (1998):
51–53.
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Quan Zhang [张权], “Chinese Vocal Music Truly Goes Global by Forming a Chinese Vocal School” [中国
声乐真正走向世界在于形成中国声乐学派], People’s Music Publishing House [人民音乐出版社] (2015):
278–279.
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Jizhou Cai [蔡际洲], “A Cultural Comparison of Traditional and Modern Opera Music-A Discussion of the
Causes of ‘stylized’ and ‘Non-stylized’ Phenomena” [传统戏曲音乐与现代戏曲音乐的文化比较—关于“程式
化”与“非程式化”现象生成原因的探讨], Music Study [音乐研究], no.2 (1994): 57-63.
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The stylized performance requirements the expectations of the genders, reflecting
stereotypes at the end of the old era. The body language of the male and female characters,
from gestures and steps to eyes, show almost opposite characteristics. The performing style
of the national singers undoubtedly is continuing this expectation, and it is still being using in
some national operas today (figure 2 and 3). The female actor in figure 2 and the male actor
in figure 3 emphasized femininity and masculinity from their eyes, gestures, and postures.

Figure 4: A noble girl and her maid from The Beijing opera Selling Water69

The image is used with the permission of Fujian Normal University, it also could be found at
https://www.sohu.com/a/272012861_500265.
69
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Figure 5: The general is on the battlefield from the Beijing Opera The General’s Path70

70

The image is photographed by Rong Xuan and used with permission.
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CHAPTER THREE—THE ARCHETYPE
Politics, Culture, and the Female Warrior Mulan in New China71
Scholars consider Chinese National Opera to be female-centered base their arguments on
three reasons. First, the change of the female archetypes is a crucial clue to the developing
trajectory of national operas. The second is that many Chinese National Operas unfold with
the character and destiny of the female protagonist. Third, the musical themes of most
national operas are designed for the female protagonists.
For example, the famous Chinese musicologist Ju Qihong said:
As we all know, the first main characters of China’s national operas,
which have been written by the composers most often, with the greatest
care, the most distinctive images, the highest artistic achievements and the
most familiar and beloved by the general audience, are all women.”From
Xi’er in The White-haired Girl, Xiaoqin in The Marriage of Xiao Er Hei,
Xia Gu in Red Clouds, Han Ying in Hong Hu Red Guard, Shan Mei in Red
Coral and Sister Jiang in Sister Jiang, to Tian Yumei in The Party’s
Daughter, all of them are the same...It is undeniable that in the portrayal of
national operas that represent the revolutionary war, there is a
phenomenon that cannot be ignored, that is, ‘women’s images are strong
and men’s are weak’. Female roles such as Xi’er, Xiaoqin, Xia Gu, Han
Ying, Sister Shan, Sister Jiang and Tian Yumei have strong and vivid
portrayals, while the male images in these opera are relatively weak.72
Until the twentieth century, Chinese society was composed of a stable structural state
of a subsistence smallholder economy and its corresponding hierarchical family ties. The
foreign invasions of the twentieth century impacted China physically and spiritually on all
fronts. In 1920s, a re-examination of women’s self-worth became popular among intellectuals.
Resisting foot-binding,73 wearing new styles of clothes makes women easier to walk and
participate in social activities.

This term is relative to the “old society”, i.e. feudal society. The division between the old and new societies is
the establishment of the People's Republic of China in 1949.
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Qihong Ju [居其红], “Feminine Themes and Women’s Liberation in Ethnic Opera” [民族歌剧的女性主题
与妇女解放], Modern Music [当代音乐], (2019): 4-8.
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An ancient Chinese custom. People wrapped the girl's feet with a long strip of cloth. Girls' feet still looked
small when they grew up, catering to the aesthetics of women's delicate.
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In the 1930s, having a job was the new fashion for women in Shanghai. This
top-down encouragement of political participation made women more involved in political
activities reaching peaks in the 1960s and 2000s. The female intellectuals such as Chen
Xiefen and Qiu Jin founded newspapers like The Women’s Newspaper to broadcast women’s
emancipation. They also participated in the revolutions and started to realize women’s rights
connected with political power.74 The battlefields need female soldiers, and the new China
needs female workers. Women’s emancipation once encouraged women to look and act like
men, even to imitate men to prove that women were inferior.
The modernization of China in the twentieth century was accompanied by democratic
and socialist revolutions and wars between classes and nations. These social conditions
exerted a strong influence on the development of modern theater. In the 1940s, Chairman
Mao proposed in his Speech at the Yan’an Symposium that art should serve the people, the
workers, peasants, and soldiers.75 This instruction influenced artistic work in mainland China
for nearly half a century, especially during the Cultural Revolution when writers and artists
created strictly following the Mao’s speech. Politics influences art, music, and literature,
especially for national opera, a genre born with political aims. Politicization was a unique
catalyst and a powerful driving force for Chinese national opera, which directly affected the
opera’s amount, theme, and style. As a result, the female archetype of national opera has for a
long time been difficult to separate from the image of modern Hua Mulan, a female warrior
who serves the state, the regime, and patriarchal power. The Red Detachment of Women is
the most famous example.

Lin Huang [荒林], Chinese Feminist [中国女性主义], Guilin: Guangxi Normal University Press [广西人民
出版社], 2005.
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Zedong Mao [毛泽东], Speech at the Yan’an art Symposium [在延安文艺座谈会上的讲话], Liberation
Publication [解放出版社], 1943.
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The story of the Red Detachment of Women76 relates to women fighting against the
Kuomintang army in Hainan Province77, the southernmost island of China during the Second
Sino-Japanese War (1931–1945). Hainan’s island culture is somewhat cut off from the
mainland, and women were more oppressed there than on the continent, which drove these
women to participate in the war. Under oppression, the women of Hainan left their homes
and took up arms. They attacked their enemies with their power. If the Chinese women’s
liberation movement is considered by many to be a gift from the new political order, then
Hainan women should speak up and say, we paid a lot of sacrifice and blood! This is unfair!
The rebellion did not happen. The female warriors were not well educated, and the
limitations on their understanding made the struggle seem more like a mere political
revolution. They seemed to be rebelling against the form of unbearable oppression rather than
the order of power that included gender oppression, even though the reasons for the struggle
were not separate from gender oppression.
The end of the Detachment members was the return to the traditional womanhood.
After the disbandment of the woman detachment group in 1932, and the old gender order
went back. This image contradicts the image of the female warrior during the war.
Wang Yunmei, the second platoon leader of the second company of the detachment,
returned home after the war. Wang’s husband had gone to Southeast Asia to seek a new life,
so she took her mother-in-law back to her mother’s place, built a straw hut, and began the
long wait for her husband to return home. Years later, he wrote a letter to home that he had
remarried and had five children, and after seeing the family photo of her husband’s new
family enclosed in the letter, Wang Yunmei lay at home for three days.78 Three days later,
The story of women in Hainan Island participate in the revolution. The story has been adapted in ballet, TV
shows, national opera, and Beijing opera. See more information in the glossary.
77
The southernmost island of China. See more information in the glossary.
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Bu, Changjiong[卜昌炯], “The Real Life of The Red Detachment”[红色娘子军的真实人生], People’s
Life[百姓生活], 2014(8):2.
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she hung her husband’s family portrait above her bed, still referring to him as her husband.
Similarity, Pang Xuelian, an instructor of the second company, remarried a dentist. Soon after
her marriage, she was arrested and imprisoned by Kuomintang party (KMT) because she was
a communist. After her release, her husband had remarried and had a daughter. Pang Xuelian
quietly accepted the situation and continued to work for the family as a concubine.79
Except for the women in Hainan, women in other regions of China supported the
military in different way during the wars. However, act as female warriors became a new
dilemma for Chinese women. The women who participated in the revolution did not
consolidate their power during the wars after the foundation of the People’s Republic of
China. They did not seize the opportunity of the country’s early years to present a mature
political consciousness, the group lost their voice gradually. Most of them abandoned the
struggle for public affairs and power, habitually accepted some policies to protect women. By
the late 1980s, women’s political power had shrunk significantly, and after China entered the
market economy, the protection policies for women gradually weakened. The social status of
women declined.80

The Female Archetype of National Opera and its Cultural Connotation
China’s modern era spanning more than thirty years of warlord chaos (1912–1926),
the Civil war between Kuomintang Party and Communist Party (1927–1937, 1945–1949),
and the eight-year-long Second Sino-Japanese War (1937–1945) affected every Chinese
person. From the time of composer Li Jinhui, female characters as protagonists have
dominated Chinese national opera. His Poor Qiu Xiang (1912) and The Grape Fairy (1922)
both feature female characters as protagonists. Xi’er in The White-haired Girl (1945), Qiuzi
Wang, Zaixing[王再兴], “The Red Detachment of Women: Literary Narration and Historical Memory of
‘Women’s Liberation’”[红色娘子军妇女解放的文学讲述与历史记忆], Southeast Academic[东南学术],
(2012): 243–49.
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Wang, Jinling[王金玲], “Post Modernism: Feminism in Chinese mainland is facing challenges and
subversion”[后现代主义:中国大陆女性主义面临挑战与颠覆], Zhejiang Journal[浙江学刊], 2001(1):6.
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in Qiuzi (1941), and Sister Xiao Er in Brother and Sister Open the Land (1943) all lead
disastrous lives but remain kind and straightforward. These ladies in the previously
mentioned are not yet warriors at this moment.
Most art works of the 1950s and 1960s, including literature, mainly depicted women
as humiliated and oppressed before 1949; revolutionary women eventually liberated their
bodies and minds in these works. Depicting women’s family life was almost abandoned. The
characters never show their private love life in the opera of the period. They seem to be
model public figures, always presenting a positive attitude to the audience. Timidity,
indecision, gentleness, fickleness, and the expectation of love are nowhere to be found in
these works. Wang Chaowen said that since aesthetic consciousness is a special form of
reflection of social life with full social content, it should have its objective criteria. He
thought the consciousness has the characteristics of the times, the nation, and the class with
the historical, social practice.81
Communist art encouraged artists to depict workers, peasants, and soldiers. The idea
was to liberate people from class oppression. The needs, the life and aesthetics of workers
and peasants should be the primary consideration of artworks and literature. The stories of
emperors, generals, and the stories of beautiful women and talented men told in traditional
Chinese operas in the old time were widely criticized and resisted in the Red Age.
Although some works contained propaganda purposes in this period, no doubt, these
works also meet the rising nationalism of the time. The aesthetics of women’s images in the
period tended to be typical of women in the images of workers and peasants—healthy, strong,
and combative. Artists in this period experienced the Cultural Revolution or the Second
Sino-Japanese War, and a lot of them came from the working or peasant classes. With the
stimulate of propaganda purposes, The Chinese National Opera had limited themes. Love
Chaowen Wang [王朝闻], Introduction to Aesthetics [美学概论] (Beijing: People’s Publishing House [人民
出版社], 1981), 86.
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stories were not popular as past. By this point, aesthetic, political needs, and customs
interacted with each other.
Li Fangyi said,
Throughout the many images of women shaped by Chinese national
opera, they either shown as female motherhood and wifehood; or shaped
as perfect loyal lovers, but all reflect the imprint of traditional Chinese
thought of genders, Confucianism differently. Women are skillful and
gentle, pure, considerate and kind; or charming, wise; they are sacrificial,
selfless; Women are positive in heavy toil, calm and wise in turmoil, they
are lively and ardent, with a passionate character. A perfect woman’s
emotion is like a thin string that responds to any slight vibration from the
heart.”82
Undeniably, the images of heroines such as Xi’er, Liu Hulan, and Jiang Jie have
inspired Chinese women to engage in politics and meet the specific aesthetic needs of a
particular period. However, women seem hidden under the men, including their
psychological features and gender characteristics. Sister Jiang in Sister Jiang, Han Ying in
The Honghu Red Guard, both have short haircuts and are dressed in simple, less-colored
costumes. This is echoed by the single color and uniform style of the female costumes of the
same period (figure 4).

Fangyi Li [李芳屹], “Female-Aesthetic-Culture—A Study of Female Themes in 20th Century Chinese Opera”
[女性·审美·文化——20 世纪中国歌剧女性主题研究], Music Composition [音乐创作], no. 2 (2010):
117–120.
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Figure 6: a classic outfit of sister Jiang83

These characters reflect trends in female aestheticization and reveal how the literature
built on the antithesis of femininity to portray this aesthetic. Women were no longer
described as vulnerable but as equals to male patterns of behavior. The aesthetics and
requirements of women in China’s thousands-years-old history and the notion that women
should be family-centered were turned upside down. The denial of gender difference makes
the symbolic “heroine” emphasized in common.
The Model Play,84 The Red Woman Detachment, clearly conveys the country’s
ideology at the time. The class oppression before 1949 is highlighted as the female’s biggest
enemy. The gender factor is disregarded and abolished; females become genderless
proletarian warriors. The text of the theme song of famous director Xie Jin’s film The Red
Woman Detachment (1961) seem to make the fact clear: “In the old days, Hua Mulan went to
join the army for her father, but now there is the Woman Detachment carrying guns for the
people...Communism is true; the Party is the leader. Slaves have to free themselves; slaves
have to free themselves.”85 The movie more established the centrality of the male instructor

Photo offered by Chiron Entertainment. Wang Li is the fifth generation who acts sister Jiang.
During the Cultural Revolution, several works were set up as examples of literature and art. They are mainly
theatrical works with a small number of musical works, including Beijing Operas and ballets, collectively called
“revolutionary model plays,” commonly known as “model plays.”
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The original texts as “古有花木兰替父去从军,今有娘子军扛枪为人民,共产主义真，党是领路人。奴隶得
翻身，奴隶要翻身。”
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Hong Changqing. However, the detachment never had a male instructor in its history, and the
real instructor was a woman by the name of Wang Shixiang. Another soldier, Fu Honglian,
was placed by the screenwriter as the husband of a detachment member.86 This arrangement
responds to the traditional values expected of women, while implicitly, in the national interest,
the two genders belong to precisely the same position.
The erasure of femininity also creates sexual inhibition. The most famous case is the
ballet version of The Red Woman Detachment, which was performed in 1964. The costume
of the ballet exposes an male gaze. Despite the fitted uniforms of the performers revealing
only a tiny part of the thigh, it had great sexual appeal for men in the era of loose black, white
and gray, army green uniforms trying to narrow the gender gap between genders. (figure 5)

Figure 7: Ballet The Red Woman Detachment87
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He, Mingjie[贺敏洁], “There is No Hong Changqing in the History?”[历史上没有洪常青?], Evening Paper
Extract[文萃晚报], no. 6(2003):2
Photographed in 1990s in Beijing by anonymous, public dominated.
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The following is an interview with artist Liu Dahong by journalist Zhu Qi,
Zhu: What kind of treatment did you give to the virtual heroes of the Cultural
Revolution, was it an objective portrayal, or did you include some evaluations?
Liu: It’s hard to say. For example, aesthetically, the dresses of detachment are
very sexy; although they show very little, they are as sexy as girls today. It
depends on how you look at it. I see many body paintings as not as sexy as Wu
Qing Hua, who holds the red flag. Her sexy is no less than Rodin's sculptures
of men and women swimming and hugging.
Zhu: What does this sensuality mean?
Liu: It is an induction, or excitement, or aggression in a way. Or a (political)
“dedication,” presenting oneself to communism, to the Party’ cause. The
expression “all to the Party” is actually very sexy.88
After the Cultural Revolution, the female characters show their more possibilities
even the image of female warriors never left the national opera. The suffering topics and the
heroic images gradually diminished, their personalities became closer to ordinary people.
Such as “The Wilderness (1987).” It is based on the playwright Cao Yu’s work The
Wilderness (1937), which depicts a tragic story in the old time. Cao Yu was a devoted
Shakespearean reader, having translated Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. His works display
Shakespeare-like language and structure. The male protagonist of The Wilderness, Qiu Hu, is
characterized as vengeful, while the female character, Jin Zi, is characterized by love.

Female Archetype in Different Periods
The development of national opera is divided into three periods based on the changing
of the female archetype. The first period spanned from 1920 to 1957, and the second period
was 1957–1966. After the decade of the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976), another period
began, that is, from 1976 to the present. The first milestone of Chinese National Opera was
The White-haired Girl. Sister Jiang made the climax rise again, and the pinnacle one of

Qi Zhu [朱其], “The Interview with Liu Dahong—The dress of the Red Detachment of women is actually
very sexy” [访问刘大鸿—红色娘子军的打扮其实非常性感], accessed May 3rd, 2021,
https://wenku.baidu.com/view/f36beb79c9d376eeaeaad1f34693daef5ef713b3.html.
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post-cultural revolution is The Wilderness.The three works, completed in 1945, 1964, and
1987, were influenced by the political climate of the time.89
Period I: 1920–1957
The White-haired Girl is the most complete work of this period. Qiu Zi from Qiu Zi,
sister Xiao Er from Brother and Sister Open the Land, and Wang Fenggu from Rural
Song were also popular. These female characters come from the countryside and did not
receive a good education. They were initially housewives who joined the revolution. Tolerant
and kind-hearted, they were at odds with their families because they participated in the
revolutionary activities, leading the story to tragedy.
Period II: 1957–1978
Almost all of the post-1949 national operas mentioned in the previous section were
revolutionary in the subject matter. In 1956, the Central Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party put forward the policy of “a hundred flowers and a hundred schools of
thought,”90 but the works produced were still revolutionary directed. The female characters
of the period, such as sister Jiang, were given a vital mission by the musicians—to be great,
glorious revolutionaries. “Reading of the works reveals that they (the females) exist only as
symbols in the literature, symbols of class, politics...symbols defined by men.”91
The personality of the female archetype of this period is disconnected from the natural
person. Embodied in the national opera is a revolutionary consciousness, a political
consciousness, and a class consciousness. Female consciousness was not well reflected in the
politicized propaganda works. The Cultural Revolution spanned 1966–1976, and
development of Chinese national opera came to a complete standstill. Chinese national opera
was replaced by the “model opera,” and the extreme cultural repression led directly to the
Mingming Cao [曹明明], A Brief Discussion of the Three Climaxes in the Development of Chinese Opera [简
谈中国歌剧发展的三次高潮] (Hebei: Popular Literature and Arts [大众文艺], 2010), 101.
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explosion of national opera works after 1976. Zijun in Mourn for the past and Jinzi in The
Wilderness are both women who boldly pursue their love and are closer to ordinary people
instead of a warrior. She can be selfish and having fantasies and desires.
Period III: 1978
Following the Economic Reform and Opening-up, China’s control over ideology
gradually relaxed under the effect of the market economy. The one-sided emphasis on the
political role of culture in the past period from the planned economy, including ideological
guidance and revolutionary propaganda, was changed. The rigid atmosphere of all the art
genres dedicated that art should serve the workers, peasants, and soldiers, and carrying out
the communism ideal was looser. People engaged in commercial activities more as
international trade has influenced their life. As times changed, artistic innovation became an
important topic, and national opera sought new developing chances. The relative freedom to
compose during this period allowed opera to shifting in style.92
Composers were bolder in their use of Western musical elements and expressing their
personal aesthetic in their works. Some famous artists and writers made their attitudes clear.
For example, the writer Ba Jin believed that “practice is the only criterion for testing the
truth,”93 meaning that people only verify the possibilities of things by practice and call for
democracy in art. The massive “vindication” of writers, artists, and politicians who had
suffered so much in the Cultural Revolution removed the shackles from their bodies. The
works that had been criticized won back justice. Chinese art embraced a new wave of thought
in this period. The urgent need to portray humanity was liberated by the impetus of the
individual consciousness that had just awakened after the Cultural Revolution.94 The
Qingling Zhan [詹桥玲], “On the development of Chinese opera in the 20th century” [ 20 世纪中国歌剧发展
谈概], Music Study [音乐研究], no. 1 (2005): 9.
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representative works of this period include Mourning for the Past, The Wilderness, The
Banquet, Diary of A Madman, The Party’s Daughter, Qu Yuan, etc. Among them, the opera
The Wilderness marks the third climax of the development of Chinese national opera. Its
music and text are unmistakably Romantic, and it is considered an apt proclamation of female
self-liberation.95
However, the female images were still limited to warrior-like Mulan and the perfect
wife. Tian Yumei, the heroine of The Party’s Daughter, also shows a side of her more than a
warrior. Tian is a simple countryside woman; Guiying is a calm, gentle sister; Juan Meizi is a
loving, kind mother. At the same time, she is by willing to die for the party and the revolution
work. The performers also consciously reduced the political elements when performing roles
with revolutionary and political subjects. The opera singer Wan Shanhong, when recreating
Sister Jiang, once declared that she wanted to “shout fewer slogans and have more feminine
tenderness, bring some new flavor of the times to the role.”96
Although it is questionable whether women in Chinese national opera truly display
the complexity of their personalities on stage, their identities have been diversified from the
1930s to today.

Cao Mingming [曹明明], A Brief Discussion of the Three Climaxes in the Development of Chinese Opera
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CHAPTER FOUR—THE PRODUCTION
The Libretto and Its Portrayal of Female Characters
The opera Xi Shi presented nine principal characters on the stage. Below is the list of
the main characters, a brief introduction, and their Fach. Following the list, I will briefly sort
out the plot of the libretto of Xi Shi.
Figure 8: Character chart.

Character

Voice type

Introduction

Xi Shi

lyric soprano

Zheng Dan

coloratura soprano

She was a young girl of Zhuluo Village in Yue and was
known for her beauty.
She was a good friend of Xi Shi and was sent to Wu as
the concubine of King Wu together with Xi Shi.
A heroic figure who endured the humiliation of the King
of Wu and defeated him a few years later.
The queen of Yue executed Xi Shi with Wen Zhong.

King Gou tenor
Jian of Yue
Queen of mezzo-soprano
Yue
Wen Zhong tenor
Fan Li

baritone

Minister of King Goujian of Yue.
A strategist who assisted Goujian.

King
Fu baritone
Chai of Wu
Wu Zixu
baritone

He was a violent and luxurious man who liked to wage
war.
General of the State of Wu.

Bo Pi

A favorite of the King of Wu. He is selfish and greedy
for money.

tenor

Plot synopsis:97
Act I, scene I
The story start with the finish of the war between Wu Guo and Yue Guo at Mountain
Kuaiji, in which Yue was defeated. King Gou Jian was imprisoned as a slave for three years.
The king of Wu Fuchai is ready to free him. The omnipotent army of Fu Chai came to Yue.

Synopsis summarized from Zou Jingzhi’s Libretto by the author.
Zou, Jingzhi [邹静之]. Libretti of Zou Jingzhi [邹静之戏剧集]. Beijing: Writer Publication [作家出版社],
2014.
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Standing in the corner, Gou Jian, with his prisoner’s anklet dressed in rags, listens to the
arrogant Fu Chai tell of the feud between the two countries and speak of his generosity—he
decides to free the Gou Jian. The people of Yue cried out for vengeance, which made Fu Chai
very angry, and he said his slave Gou Jian in the palm of his hand. He required Gou Jian to
bend under his horse to humiliate him. Fan Li, the advisor of Gou Jian, and Wen Zhong, the
general and queen of Yue, encouraged him to remember his oath. King Gou Jian, endured
humiliation to live. However, Wu Zixu, the general of Wu, advocated that Fu Chai should kill
Gou Jian.
At this point, the heroine Xi Shi has her first appearance. Wearing a blue Chinese
Hanbok,98 she says her pity for Gou Jian, the king of her homeland.

Act I, scene II
The second scene begins with young girls washing their yarn by the river, presenting
the classic setting of Xi Shi, the yarn wash girl. Xi Shi walks onto the stage, looking very sad.
In addition to the Queen of Yue, Zheng Dan, another female character appears. This woman
is Xi Shi’s good friend, Zheng Dan. She asked Xi Shi what took her so long to come here.
Zheng Dan asked. Xi Shi replied, “Mother is sick.” The surrounding girls comforted Xi Shi
and requested her to sing a song to dispel the worry in her heart. Xi Shi sang “Chou Mou.” At
the end of the song, the soldiers appeared and ordered. They surrounded everyone. They
wanted to find Xi Shi and send her to the King of Wu to save the country.
After Zheng Dan heard the order and sang a sad aria, the soldiers arrested her and
forced Xi Shi to appear. Not surprisingly, Xi Shi appears and asks the soldiers to release
Zheng Dan, singing, “Spring flowers bloom all over the wounded homeland.”99 “O Yue, my

Hanbok refers to the clothing of the Han ethnic group in China. The author refers here to the Hanbok style of
the Wu-Yue period, which belonged the period of the Ten Kingdoms of the Five Dynasties (907–978 BC).
99
Xi Shi’s aria from Act I express her pity for the country and people.
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homeland, open your arms and embrace me; I would go into exile for you to the sky; I want
to see your resurrection.” She decides to sacrifice her will for the future of her country.
Act II, scene I
In the first scene of the second act, in the bedchamber of Gou Jian, the King of Yue,
the minister Wen Zhong reports that the two beauties, Xi Shi and Zheng Dan, are ready to
depart. Gou Jian considers for a while and decides to give a solemn farewell to them but
arouses the queen’s jealousy. He said that Xi Shi and Zheng Dan are part of the country, the
blood crusted on his wounds. After some arguments, Xi Shi, Gou Jian, the Queen of Yue,
Wen Zhong, and Fan Li sang a quintet, Xi Shi sang her pity for the country again, and Gou
Jian sang to Xi Shi and himself that he will and must take revenge. The queen then says that
hey are just ordinary tributes. Wen Zhong sang to the King of Yue, “This is not the time for
you to look at women.” Fan Li does not want to sacrifice Xi Shi and Zheng Dan, but he has
no better way. He asked, does the rise and fall of the country really depend on such a method?
The second act ends with Xi Shi and Zheng Dan departing for Wu.

Act III, scene I.
Everyone is happy in the luxurious palace of Wu. The ministers and the king revel in
the wine, the song, and the dance of Xi Shi and Zheng Dan. King Fuchai of Wu sings his love
of the two beauties that he ordered his soldiers to send him several chests containing
expensive gold and silver jewels. Zheng Dan squealed with joy, exclaiming that life was as
wonderful as a dream. She sang her aria “Sparkle and Shine.”100 She sang that women love
sparkly, shiny things. After her excitement subsided, she suddenly woke up, and she sings her
confession. Once again, Xi Shi sang “Chou Mou.” Wu Zixu, the general of Wu, appeared
with a sword in his hand, advising the king not to indulge in beauty, Xi shi, as the poisonous
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Zheng Dan’s first aria in Act III expresses her excitement about received jewelry from Gou Jian.
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arrow would eventually pierce his king, Fu Chai. In Fu Chai’s hesitation, Wu Zixu stabbed
Zheng Dan to death. Xi Shi witnessed Zheng Dan’s death and angrily told Fu Chai that he
had to kill Wu Zixu unless she would die with Zheng Dan. Fu Chai calls his soldier to kill
General Wu Zixu.

Act III, scene II.
In the second scene, the news of Wu Zixu’s death broadcasts to Yue, giving
confidence to the soldiers and Gou Jian, singing a revenge song as the soldiers go to battle.
However, there is one person who is not happy about the situation. The Queen of Yue asked
the king what he would do with Xi Shi and received the answer, “She is, of course, the queen
of Yue.” The Queen finally decided to murder Xi Shi together with Wen Zhong.

Act IV, scene I.
The first scene of Act IV opens to the news of the King of Yue’s victory. Xi Shi,
holding Zheng Dan’s ashes, excitedly sings “Chou Mou” again, thinking she can return to
Yue. However, the appearance of Wen Zhong and the Queen of Yue shatters her imagination.
Enjoying his victory, Goujian sang the “Wine Song” and forgot about Xi Shi.

Act IV, scene II.
In the second scene, the Queen and Wen Zhong blindfolded Xi Shi, tied a massive
stone to her body, and prepared to sink her into the river. Fan Li rushes to try to rescue Xishi.
The three men sing “Conflict.” The music brings the conflict of the plot to its climax.
Knowing that she is about to death, poor Xi Shi asks to take off her blindfold and have a final
look at her homeland, the Yue. Xi Shi’s elegy echoed in the scene. Pointing her finger toward
the Yue, she was sunk into the river, ending her life.
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The playwriter Zou Jingzhi expressed his views on the libretto:
The composition of the story is derived from the words of Mozi, the
rest of the selection from the story of the Spring and Autumn Period of Wu
and Yue, I think Goujian, in addition, endured hardship, he also has a
“when all hares are killed, the hounds will be stewed and eaten act.”101.
The playwriter of the libretto is only trying to provide a suitable board for
the composer to make complex and beautiful movements on it.102
Thus, the character profiles of the three women are,
Xi Shi is a beautiful young girl. Although the libretto does not describe her age, the
audience can tell that she is probably under twenty years old based on the costumes and
haircut. She is a compassionate person. (She bravely appears when Zheng Dan does not tell
where Xi Shi is to the soldiers and about to be arrested.) She is also a patriotic person who is
willing to be sent to Wu as a concubine of Fu Chai for the future of Yue. She was filial. This
can be seen in the opening scene, where Xi Shi had been concerned about her mother's illness.
She was loyal to friendship. The direct cause of Xi Shi’s murder of General Wu Zixu was that
Wu Zixu caused the death of Zheng Dan, thus angering Xi Shi. She was a woman of “divine
character.” Even in the final scene, when Xi Shi is ready to return to Yue with Zheng Dan’s
ashes and is prevented from doing so by the Queen of Yue, she does not express any anger or
accusation but sings forget her. She prays to the king and the people to forget herself—an
ultimate sacrifice.
Zheng Dan. Like Xi Shi, was a beauty of Zhuluo Village. In the first act, she
confronts the soldiers to protect Xi Shi. In the second act, she is obsessed with the luxuries
and jewels were given to her by Fu Chai but reminded by Xi Shi not to forget the Yue. She is
lively, simple, naive, and values friendship.
The Queen of Yue. She is the image of a middle-aged nobility. She urges Gou Jian to
endure the humiliation from Fu chai to crawl under his horse. Gou Jian then can live. Firstly,
101
102

Tu Si Gou Peng [兔死狗烹], a metaphor of being abandoned or killed after serving the ruler.
The source is from Beijing Evening News.
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as the only woman with authority in the opera, she has a long-term vision and is qualified to
be the superior one. Second, the Queen of Yue does not meet the ancient Chinese
requirement for a queen in the opera. She doe not generously enduring Fu Chai's concubines
but is jealous. And the jealousy directly leads to the death of Xi Shi.

Xi Shi’s Arias
In addition to applying the full orchestration of French grand opera, Xi Shi also adds
Chinese instruments such as xiao103, sheng104, pipa105, and drums106. The composer employs
the Chinese pentatonic scale107, Yu (A/la), common in the music of Southeastern China.
This part will present the musical style of the opera by analyzing Xi Shi’s two arias.
The first aria, “Chou Mou” from Act I, scene II. The text of “Chou Mou” is transformed from
the poem “Chou Mou.” The original poem comes from The Book of Song, which has the
same name as the aria’s title. Below is the text of the original poem,
The firewood’s tightly bound,
When in the sky three stars appear.
What evening’s coming round,
For me to find my bridegroom here!
O he is here! O he is here!
What shall I not do with my dear!
The hay is tightly bound
When o’er the house three stars appear.
What night is coming round,
To find this couple here!
O they are here! O they are here!
How lucky to see this couple dear!
Chinese end-blow bamboo flute. It is distinguished by the number of holes as six-hole xiao and eight-hole
xiao.
104
Sheng is a mouth-organ created by the Han Chinese. It has a clear tone with singing quality, widely used in
Chinese folk music.
105
Pipa is a plucked instrument made of wood. With a semi-pear-shaped soundbox and four strings mounted on
it, the Chinese pipa originated from the Qin Dynasty (221–207 BC). The pipa has a clear and crisp sound.
106
The body of the Chinese drums (da gu) is made of wood, covered with cowhide or sheepskin on the top and
bottom. The center of the drum makes a lower sound. The more you hit it towards the edge, the higher the sound
you get. Playing different drums to produce multiple sounds is the most common technique used by Chinese
drum players.
107
Chinese pentatonic has five notes per octave; it uses anhemitonic scales, which means no semitones included.
The tones are named “Gong (C), Shang (D), Jue (E), Zhi (G), Yu (A).” Every tone can be the tonic of a scale,
the name of the scale depends on the tonic’s name.
103
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The thorns are tightly bound.
When o’er the door three stars appear.
What midnight’s coming round,
For me to find my beauty here!
O she us here! O she is here!
What shall I not do with my dear?108
The original poem “Chou Mou” describes the joy of the bride and groom on their
wedding night, suggesting a lingering, sweet love affair. Bounding up the firewood say the
scene of life, and the three stars indicate that the poem is written at night. It is the fresh
beginning of a beautiful life journey. The opera’s text transforms the classical writing style of
ancient Chinese into vernacular. Zou Jingzhi’s words are based on the meaning of the poem
instead of a direct word by word translation.
The rope is being used,
and the firewood is being tied,
O three stars in the sky,
rising up so early,
what day is it,
that I have seen you,
you are so you,
how can do!109
The song first appears in the play of the scene where the young girls are washing their
yarns. The music of Xi Shi is not taken from traditional opera but from the old classical piece
“A Night of Flowers and Moonlight by the Spring River,” which was initially composed for
the pipa. The score was first found in the pipa score Leisurely Narrative handed down by
Jushi Lin (about 1736–1820) (now seen in his disciple's 1860 copy), as well as the 1842
handwritten copy Tan Cao collection pipa score by Zhang Jianshan. Others are the 1875
handwritten copy by Wu Wanqing, Chen Zijing Pipa Score Copy in 1898 by Chen Zijing,
and Yang Zhengxuan Pipa Score in 1929 by Yang Zhengxuan, etc.110
Xu Yuanchong’s classic English translation of 1000 ancient poems: The Book of Songs [许渊冲经典英译古
代诗歌 1000 首：诗经] (Beijing: Dolphin Press [海豚出版社], 2013.
109
Translate by the author.
110
Wang Lin[王霖], “Research On the Origin and Author of the Song “Moonlight on the Spring River”[《春江
花月夜》曲源及作者探究]. Music Study[音乐研究], 1993(1):4.
108
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The melody of “A Night of Flowers and Moonlight by the Spring River” is features
southeastern style that cooperate the place where Xi Shi was born and raised. This piece uses
a pentatonic scale, like other traditional Chinese music, composed by employ tone groups
(figure 5). It also uses an ancient Chinese compositional method in which the last note of the
first line and the first note of the following sequence are the same note, and this note is used
as a link to develop a new musical material called “Fish biting its tail.” This composing
technique makes the melody more fluent and clearer, which is typical of southeastern music.
It is a lyrical and romantic piece, depicting a scene of people sending off the sunset and
ushering in the night with the sound of drums, boating on the river in the moonlight.
Borrowing musical elements from the ancient compositional method, Chou Mou uses the
same compositional techniques (figure 5).
“Chou Mou” is Xi Shi’s first aria. Lei Lei does not use the musical elements of
traditional opera and instead uses the Chinese pentatonic mode. The piece has no
ornamentation, and the beautiful but honest image of Xi Shi is immediately apparent to the
audience.
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Figure 9: Xi Shi, Act 1, Scene 2, Xi Shi’s aria Chou Mou, mm. 6–13

In the prelude of the piece, the first two bars of the harp’s sextuplet depict a sparkling
river. Following the harp, the Chinese instrument xiao draws the audience to the middle of
the lake. The clean tone of the xiao hides melancholy inside, creating a serene and distant feel
(figure 6).

Figure 10: Xi Shi, Act 1, Scene 2, Xi Shi’s aria Chou Mou, mm. 1–6
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The piece is in 4/4 in one-part form, using the ancient Chinese pentatonic scale. There
are four sentences in total, with no significant change in rhythm. The piece was in B-flat
pentatonic scale and C Shang centered first, then transform to B pentatonic scale and C-sharp
Shang centered.
Except a short introduction (mm. 1–6) and interlude (mm. 31–33), this piece has two
sections in eight phrases. I will just analyze the first section (mm. 7–30) since the second
section (mm. 34–60) is simple repeated the first.
The initial three bars are slightly free in rhythm, the harp imitated running water.
These three bars composed a prelude to the appearance of the xiao. The interlude still
maintains this approach (figure 6).The first section (mm. 7–30) consists of four phrases. The
melody is characterized by “rise, connection, turn and fall”, which is a reflection of
traditional Chinese aesthetics and a structural feature of traditional Chinese music. The first
phrase (mm. 7–10) has intervals between the second and third, and ends in the B minor
pentatonic scale and G-flat Yu centered. The second part, “connection” (mm. 11–14), ends in
F Zhi, and the rhythmic repetition consolidated of the musical elements of the first phrase.
After two phrases describing the wash-yarn image, the third part “turn” (mm. 15–18),
homesick of wash-yarn girls depicted by the harmonic sequence, centered on G Yu. The last
“fall” part (mm. 29–33) makes the first and last note of each sentence formed an M2,
returning to the theme. The coda (mm. 58–60) was recurring of Xiao’s solo (figure 8).

Figure 11: Xi Shi, Act I, Scene II, Xi Shi’s aria Chou Mou, mm: 55–60
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The “Chou Mou” appears many times in the opera, and the piece became a symbol of
Xi Shi. In Act I, Scene II, Xi Shi living a simple life, she is calm and happy when she sings
this song. She looks forward to the future. For the second time, Xi Shi sings Chou Mou in
Act III, Scene 1. Zheng Dan is in the luxurious palace of Wu, obsessed with the jewels sent
by Fu Chai, and sings that she almost forgetting my country. Xi Shi uses the melody of Chou
Mou to calm her down in the scene. In the first scene of the fourth act, Chou Mou appears for
the last time. By this time, Xi Shi has already heard the victory of Yue, she changes into
Yue’s costume, holds Zheng Dan’s ashes and sings this song with Zheng Dan in heaven.
In Act 1 Scene 2, Zheng Dan is imprisoned, and while rescuing her, Xi Shi is
discovered and arrested by soldiers, so she sings this song that combines Western tunes and
Chinese styles. The dramatic tension of this piece is drawn out, bringing the conflict between
Xi Shi and Fu Chai to a climax, and the hostility between Wu and Yue is once again
deepened.
The Spring’s Flowers is in two-part form plus a recapitulation and is structured as
follows:
Intro (mm. 1–4)| A (mm. 5–24)| Intermezzo (mm. 24–30)| B (30-46)| A’ (mm. 47–55)|
coda (mm. 56–61). Opening with the upbeat, the G minor first four measures bring more
dynamic to the piece; the violin plays ascending lines to set a solemn atmosphere (figure 8).
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Figure 12, Xi Shi , Act III, Scene I,“The Spring’s Flowers”, mm. 1–4

Part one contains two phrases (mm. 5–20), the second one was a repetition of the first;
the motive employed the broken chord of tonic. After the half cadence in measure 11, the
composer uses a couple of triplets in the same pitch to make the line speech-like. Xi Shi is
talking to herself (figure 9).

Figure 13: Xi Shi, Act III, Scene I,“The Spring’s Flowers”, mm. 18–24
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The interlude plays a connecting role. Measures 25 to 27 reproduce the theme of the
first part. After measure 28, the music is in G melodic minor. The second part (31–46)
narrates Xi Shi is missing her home, her motherland and the Yue people. E-flat minor switch
to the A-flat minor, which is the relative keys (subdominant) of E-flat minor make the
melodic line smooth. In measure 44, the key goes back to E-flat minor again, then temporary
switch to G-minor by raise VI and VII of E-flat minor. The composer then raise all the notes
up for half step to describe Xi Shi’s longing (figure 10).
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Figure 14: Xi Shi , Act III, Scene I,“The Spring’s Flowers”, mm: 29-50

The piece ends in Gou Jian’s motive instead of Xi Shi’s motive Chou Mou (mm.
55–60).

The Costume and Stage Designing
The costumes were designed by Han Chunqi and his assistants Shi Shuangyu. Han is
a faculty member of the design department of the Beijing Dance Academy. In contrast to
national operas that tell modern stories or revolutionary stories, the costumes in the opera Xi
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Shi are dedicated to restoring the daily wear of the times, hence the use of Chinese Shenyi.111
The first thing Han Chunqi determined was that the costumes should have an ink painting
style. Most of the costumes gradually change from heavy to light color, creating a vision
between the imaginary (painting) and the actual (reality).
The Shenyi was a casual dress for the scholarly class and garments for the commoners,
allowing the body to be hidden in thick layers. But at the same time, it did not resemble the
style of late feudal society like Ming and Qing, which obliterated the body’s complete lines.
Shi Shanyu, one of the designers, said, “A costume with a clear and soft line structure like the
Shenyi is the best choice as a way to portray the gentle, tough, patriotic image of Xi Shi in
the opera” (figure 11). On the contrary, the costume of the Queen of Yue has more layers and
darker colors. Because “Queen of Yue is a woman with a lofty temperament, giving off an
indescribable eeriness, the multi-layered clothes wrap her complex character and delicate
mind.”112
Like the costumes, Xi Shi’s background curtains are in ink painting style. The set of
Xi Shi’s palace style is also in line with the stage scale of a grand opera. The clog dance is
based on traditional court dance steps are presented in many scenes. The wine goblets, trays,
and jewelry accessories are all designed in the style of Spring and Autumn Period (770–476
BC). The performance style does not imitate Beijing opera as much as the earlier national
opera.

It is a kind of Hanbok. The upper and lower garments are connected together, using different colored fabrics
as edges (called “clothes edge” or “pure”); its characteristic is to make the body hidden, graceful and elegant.
112
Shanyu Shi [史霜雨], “My Love Affair with Deep Clothes - A Brief Discussion on the Character Styling
Design of the Opera Xi Shi” [我的深衣情缘——浅谈歌剧《西施》的人物造型设计], Popular Literature and
Arts [大众文艺], (2018): 66.
111
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Figure 15: Xi Shi in her Shenyi113
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Credited by Zhiyu Image. The author has been authorized.
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CHAPTER FIVE—THE CONCLUSION
The story of Xi Shi has been passed down in China for millennia, and the end of Xi Shi
herself has been interpreted differently in different eras. However, The Queen of Yue’s
jealousy became the main reason for the death of Xi Shi in the opera Xi Shi. Traditional opera,
poetry, and literature of the past have arranged various endings for Xi Shi. She dies in Dong
Ying’s The Lyrics of Xizi in the Jin Dynasty (266–420 BC), Xu Shilin’s “The Floating Xi Shi”
in the Qing Dynasty (1636–1912), and “Inverted Yarn-Wash Girl.” She lives in seclusion
with her lover Fan Li in Liang Chenyu’s Yarn-Wash Girl in the Ming Dynasty (1368–1644)
and its adaptations of Beijing operas and Kunqu). The cause of her death was either the bane
of her beauty or simply that Xi Shi was a Yao Nv. The death of Xi Shi reflected human
nature and female consciousness. Even Xi Shi ends in death for different reasons. In these
works, Xi Shi sometimes dies of sacrifice, sometimes dies of kindness, and sometimes dies of
helplessness.
The rise of Wang Yangming’s Cheng Zhu Neo Confucianism in the Ming Dynasty
(1368–1644), where the faint light of human enlightenment illuminated Xi Shi. People
arranged for her and Fan Li to sail on Tai Lake, living in seclusion in the beautiful landscape.
Xi Shi eventually had a typical Chinese romantic ending of the story. According to my study,
the claim that Xi Shi died at the hands of the Queen of Yue started only in modern times.
Several TV shows also recount the participation of the Queen of Yue in the murder of Xi Shi.
The TV show Xi Shi in 1986, starring Lai Yinshan as Xi Shi; the 1995 version of Xi Shi
played by Jiang Qinqin, and the 2006 version of Xi Shi by Guo Xianni all directly link the
death of Xi Shi to the Queen. However, the main reason for Xi Shi’s death in these three
versions is not the Queen but rather a reflection of Xi Shi’s emotions and the queen’s
jealousy only adds to the dramatic conflict. Xi Shi felt that Fu Chai had given everything he
could give to her during her time in Wu. Although she did not love him, she did not want to
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continue to work for the Gou Jian and hurt Fu Chai. Furthermore, she did not want to go back
to Gou Jian, whom she did not love. Thus, she chose to commit suicide.
Similar story elements are presented in Lin Wenzheng’s five-act play Xi Shi
published in October 1934. Lin arranges for Xi Shi to fall in love with Fu Chai, the King of
Wu, after spending a long time with him. Xi Shi’ love of Fu Chai is contrary to her mission,
causes her a lot of pain. However, she still conspires to kill general Wu Zixu to complete her
political task. In the story, Xi Shi refuses the gifts offered by Gou Jian and being suicide. In
the three-act play Xi Shi by Gu Yiqiao and Gu Qinghai, published in 1936, Xi Shi decides to
go to Wu on her initiative. When Yue defeats Fu Chai, she shows her ambivalence because
she knows that Fu Chai has sacrificed everything for her. She chooses suicide.114
In these works, Xi Shi shows remorse, guilt, helplessness, and contradictions that
have never been seen in previous settings. Rather than dying for love, she dies in the conflict
between the values of state supremacy and enlightenment of self-consciousness. In other
words, Xi Shi is free to have her thought and emotions than before. In contrast, the ending of
the national opera Xi Shi makes the story wander. It inadvertently dissolves the patriotic
theme of the first half of the opera, blurring the dramatic purpose and reducing the dimension
of thinking.
At present, only the opera Xi Shi by Leilei says that the biggest murderer is the Queen
of Yue. In the libretto, Zou Jingzhi says that “this opera is the story of a woman who
expresses herself concerning her motherland, writing about the noble Xi Shi and her breadth
of vision. Others such as Fan Li’s melancholy, Fu Chai’s arrogance, Gou Jian’s grief, and the
Queen Yue’s intrigue are only touched upon.”115 For the audience, however, the death in the
silence of the broad-minded, long-term visionary Xi Shi seems bizarre. The Queen of Yue’s
Cao, Shanshan [曹姗姗]. “Research on The Film and Television Drama on The Theme of Xi Shi” [西施题材
影视剧研究]. Jiangxi Normal University [江西师范大学], 2015.
115
Jingzhi Zou [邹静之], “A Romantic Tragedy—The Elaboration of the Opera Xi Shi from the Director” [一
部浪漫主义的悲剧—歌剧《西施》导演阐述], The Opera [歌剧] no.10 (2009): 33-35.
114
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conspiracy leads directly to Xi Shi’s death. The Queen of Yue becomes a rebel against the
stereotype of Chinese females because of her jealousy.
The value of man dominates, and the woman follows makes Chinese women have to
perform stereotypical woman’s duties for thousands of years. “Three obediences and four
virtues”116 should be adopted. If a man has a certain amount of wealth, he can have one wife
and a number of concubines. However, a woman is required to have perfect morals. Envy is
the lack of female moral performance. In this situation, the Queen of Yue has always
maintained a generous, virtuous, honest perfect image to achieve the requirements of the old
tradition; that is, women should not over express their emotions and needs to focus on
collective interests, serving the supremacy. The so-called moral is first built on sacrifice and
then unconsciously succumbs to the patriarchal society. No jealousy is flaunted as a female
virtue, which seems to be the distortion of character for the modern audience. However,
people all know that it is difficult for a person to show tolerance and welcome his rival. From
this point of view, Zou Jingzhi gives the Queen of Yue the right to protect her love, which is
in line with human nature and is a rational expression.
However, the opera Xi Shi takes the image of the Queen of Yue to another way. Xi
Shi dies not only in her defense of love but also in her narrow-mindedness, suspicion,
jealousy, and obsession with power,
Ah! What is to be done, these warriors, who will trample my dreams? Ah,
how dreadful, that beautiful woman, who will sit on my throne, and that
jade crown will be placed on her head...Dreadful, she will drag her long
skirts over the steps where I walk, and ah, these humble servants will bow
to her. She will take over the night that should have been mine, and my
dreams will lose their color. Ah, what is to be done?117

The three obediences refer to a woman’s obedience to her father before marriage, obedience to her husband
after marriage, and obedience to her son after her husband's death. The prescribed four virtues for women are
virtue, words, appearance, and merits. Three obedience and four virtues are the moral code for women in ancient
times.
117
Jingzhi Zou [邹静之], Libretti of Zou Jingzhi [邹静之戏剧集] (Beijing: Writer Publication [作家出版社],
2014), 227.
116
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King Gou Jian of Yue had apparently forgotten about Xi Shi after his victory in the
war. When Fan Li reminded him that the army had not yet found her, Gou Jian asked
rhetorically,
Gou Jian: Who?
Fan Li: Xi Shi.
Gou Jian: ... Ah, come to think of it, the poor girl, the former beauty, I
don’t know what has become of her, so find her! You can take her away if
you find her. Now I don’t want to think about anything else except the
wine of victory, so find her! You can take her away if you find her.
Fan Li: You had said, Great King, that you would make her the Queen of
Yue.
Gou Jian: I said that? Ah, that may have been a joke. Haha!
Fan Li: You might have harmed her by making such a joke!
Gou Jian: Really? That might be her fate, a woman’s fate.118
This dialogue adds a touch of irony to the death of Xi Shi—Xi Shi died as a result of
King’s joke; he just randomly says that he will make Xi Shi a queen. Thus, Xi Shi was sunk
in the river in a conspiracy caused by Gou Jian’s joke. In the opera, the image of the Queen
of Yue does not reflect the independence of contemporary women but is a severe
misinterpretation of female self-awareness. She goes from that of a perfect lady to the other
extreme, which is full of jealousy, and becomes a murderer for the sake of man.
The other side of the Queen can be seen in the first and second acts of the opera: she
is dignified and majestic. She is not easily destroyed. In Act I, when King Fu Chai of Wu
asks King Gou Jian of Yue to kneel on the ground as his stirrup, Gou Jian hesitates, reflecting
the weakness in his character. The Queen sings, “Don’t forget, your oath,” and finally gives a
solid push to make Gou Jian fall to his knees. The Queen thinks that the temporary
humiliation can be endured for the national interest and power. The pushing action shows the
Queen’s courage and responsibility to the country. Zhu Qiu Ling, who plays the Queen of
Yue, said,

Jingzhi Zou [邹静之], Libretti of Zou Jingzhi [邹静之戏剧集] (Beijing: Writer Publication [作家出版社],
(2014).
118
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I did not find the right psychological basis for the expression and tone of
the character in this scene, and I was not satisfied with my performance
during the rehearsal. However, through my further study of the libretto and
as the rehearsal progressed, I slowly clarified my thinking. First, the Queen
of Yue was in rags and tied up at the time. Physically she was a slave of
Wu, but spiritually she was still a Queen. When Fu Chai asked Gou Jian to
crawl under his horse, she pushed him. This is an action that showed her
toughness and strength. She proved to be a very powerful woman who
assisted the king of Yue in ruling the country. So I gazed Fu Chai to urge
him to keep his promise.119
Except for Zheng Dan, the behavior of Xi Shi and Queen of Yue cannot be logically
seen as uniform and harmonious. The author does not believe that Chinese national opera is
truly female character-centered or feminist. Nor is the creation of heroines by political themes
a subversion of traditional values, but rather a repetition. In the short history of national opera,
composers have been exploring more possibilities for expressing Chinese opera; sometimes,
the music and the female characters in the stories seem to be contradictory. The females are
called upon to be intelligent, wise, gentle, and determined; they are optimistic when going
through difficulties; they always make the proper judgment in a crisis. Ironically, somehow
they are weak at the same time—the female warrior Mulan (Xi Shi and the Red Detachment)
contribute to their country on the battlefield, but once they are not needed, they either die or
revert to another traditional image—Mulan returns home to live the life of a typical woman
as the public sees her. She needs to look at the mirror and dresses up herself like a girl.120 Xi
Shi was murdered; Tian Yumei sacrificed herself for her country as a member of the Party;
the women in Detachment went back to home to serve their families. From their birth to the
twenty-first century, these women, torn by cultural, aesthetic, and political factors,
undoubtedly sketch traditional female archetypes in national opera. According to my research

Qiuling Zhu [朱秋玲], “The Characterization of ‘Queen of Yue’ in The Original Opera Xi Shi” [谈原创歌剧
《西施》中“越后”的人物形象塑造], Music Composition [音乐创作] (2012): 140–142.
120
Mulan is a long poem from the Northern and Southern Dynasties (BC 420–589) about Hua Mulan, who
pretends to be male to serve her family and country by joining the army for her father. After leading her army to
victory, Hua Mulan did not stay in the military and returned home in her female costume again.
119
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of the female characters in Chinese national opera in the last five years, there are few operas
based on modern novels or biographies in which women have more complex or nuanced
characterizations, such as the opera Lin Huiyin (2017), which produced in 2017. Creating,
reinterpreting, and moving forward has definitely been observed in this study.
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APPEDNDIX
Glossary of Terms
Term

Definition

Bel Canto

The Italian term means “beautiful singing” originated from the early polyphonic song. Bel
canto relates to Italian singing style or technique.

Beijing Opera

Also known as Peking Opera. It is one of the most prevalent traditional operas consisting
of music, dance, performing arts like mime and acrobatics in China. Beijing Opera
combines local operas from north and south, formed in Beijing, welcomed by the court of
the late Qing Dynasty (1636–1912).
The Chinese National Opera was started around the 1930s. It combines musical elements
and structure of traditional Chinese opera, ditties, and operas based on Western European
culture.
Chinese pentatonic has five notes per octave; it uses anhemitonic scales, which means no
semitones included. The tones are named “Gong (C), Shang (D), Jue (E), Zhi (G), Yu
(A).” Every tone can be the tonic of a scale, the name of the scale depends on the tonic’s
name.
Chinese drum. The body of the Chinese drums (da gu) is made of wood, covered with
cowhide or sheepskin on the top and bottom. The center of the drum makes a lower sound.
The more you hit it towards the edge, the higher the sound you get. Playing different
drums to produce multiple sounds is the most common technique used by Chinese drum
players.
It is an essay written by Guan Zhong, a military strategist during the Spring and Autumn
Period (770–476 BC).
The Eastern Zhou Dynasty has multiple subordinate regimes. However, the regimes were
not under the emperor of Zhou's control; they had their independent army and government.
It is hard to say Wu and Yue are countries, nations, or states. This article will use the
Pinyin, a Chinese pronunciation assistance system composed of English letters, to refer to
Wu and Yue regimes. The original Chinese character is [国], in Pinyin as Guo.
Also known as Dong (Eastern) Zhou. Zhou Dynasty had divided into two-time sections,
the Western and Eastern. Eastern Zhou is the last one that contains two periods like Spring
and Autumn and the Warring Guo. The Zhou Dynasty includes many small states. They
nominally belong to the Zhou Dynasty but have broken away from its rule.
After the demise of the Tang Dynasty, there were ten regimes in the Central Plains in
Central China, including the Later Liang Dynasty, the Later Tang Dynasty, the Later Jin
Dynasty, the Later Han Dynasty, and the Later Five dynasties with their capital in Kaifeng
and Luoyang, as well as the Former Shu, the Latter Shu, the Southern Wu, the Southern,
Wu Yue, etc.
Hainan Island is the biggest island located in the northwest of South China Sea, having a
significant tropical climate. Minority ethnics are large. Their culture is significantly
different from the mainland. Hainan men are widely involved in fishing, and women take
care of the family.
It is the second imperial dynasty of China. Han was established by Liu Bang, affecting
Chinese culture profoundly. The largest Chinese ethnic group is called Han.
Because Wu defeated the Yue, Gou Jian, the King of Yue, was trapped in Kuaiji mountain.
He begged the king of Wu for peace and was willing to be a slave in Wu to save his
country.
Italian term translated in booklet. It usually indicates opera's text.

Chinese National
Opera
Chinese
Pentatonic Scale
Da Gu

Guanzi-Xiaocheng
Guo

Eastern Zhou
Dynasty
(1046 BC—256)
Five Dynasties
(907-960)

Hainan Island

Han Dynasty
(202—220)
Kauiji war
Libretto/Libretti
(plural)
Librettist
Mulan

Opera text’s writer.
is a long poem from the Northern and Southern Dynasties (BC 420–589) about the girl
Hua Mulan, who pretends to be male to serve her family and country by joining the army
for her father. After leading her army to victory, Hua Mulan did not stay in the military
and returned home in her female costume again.
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Manchu
Ming Dynasty
(1368-1644)
Nanxi
Pipa
Pre Qin
(Paleolithic period
—221 BC)
Qing Dynasties
(1636-1912)
Qiwu
Red Detachment
of Women
Shi Shuo Xin Yu

Sheng
Song Dynasty
(960–1279)
Tang Dynasty
(618–907)
The Four Beauties
Wei, Jin, Northern
and Southern
Dynasties (220–
589)
Wu Guo
(1200 BC-473
BC)
Xiao
Yao/Yao Nv

Yu Opera
Yuan (1271–
1368) Dynasties
Yue Guo
(2032 BC-222

Tungusic people in Northeast China. Manchu is one of the ethnic minorities in China.
They used to rule China in Qing Dynasty.
Ming was established after Yuan’s collapse. It is the last imperial dynasty led by Han
ethnic.
Nanxi is the earliest Han Chinese opera genre that emerged in southern China from the end
of the Northern Song dynasty to the beginning of the Yuan dynasty (1200–1400).
Pipa is a plucked instrument made of wood. With a semi-pear-shaped soundbox and four
strings mounted on it, the Chinese pipa originated from the Qin Dynasty (221–207 BC).
The pipa has a clear and crisp sound.
Pre Qin refers to the Chinese historical period before the Qin Dynasty, including the
Paleolithic age, the Xia Dynasty, the Shang Dynasty, etc.
After Ming, Qing is the last imperial dynasty of China. Qing’s population is the largest of
the countries of the time.
The philosopher Zhuangzi thinks all things will be identical. There is no difference
between right and wrong, beauty and ugliness, good and evil, high and low in the final
analysis.
The story of women in Hainan Island participate in the revolution. The story has been
adapted in ballet, TV shows, national opera, and Beijing opera. See more information in
the glossary.
This book also known as “A New Account of the Tales of the World.” It was a historical
compilation that compiled by Liu Yiqing (403–444) during the Liu Song dynasty (420–
479) of the Northern and Southern dynasties (420–589). It contains stories of Chinese
scholars, musicians, and artists during the 2nd–4th centuries.
Sheng is a mouth-organ created by the Han Chinese. It has a clear tone with singing
quality, widely used in Chinese folk music.
It is divided into two periods, called the Southern Song Dynasty and the Northern Song
Dynasty. In the Song Dynasty, commerce developed rapidly, people spent more time on
entertainment, and art and literature grew.
Tang remind as the most golden age of Chinese history. The cosmopolitan culture
prospered, and trades between countries were common. Tang is also regarded as a diverse
Empire because of its open attitude in foreign cultures.
The “Four Beauties”, originating from the folk songs of the Qing Dynasty (1636–1912),
are Xi Shi, Wang Zhaojun, Diao Chan, and Yang Yuhuan.
In this period, the regime frequently changed, divided into the Three Kingdoms period
(Wei, Wu, and Shu) and Jin, Northern and Southern Dynasties.
One of Guo in the Spring and Autumn period. It is located in today’s Jiangsu Province,
Southeastern China.
Chinese end-blow bamboo flute. It is distinguished by the number of holes as six-hole xiao
and eight-hole xiao.
Yao, refers to the Chinese character [妖]. Yao, the character itself, could mean the
gorgeous, abnormal, seductively charming person or things. In the context of the describes
a girl like Xi Shi, it means a woman who is frivolous by nature or excessively enchanting
in dress. Yao Nv is usually reincarnated from animals such as foxes or rabbits. Therefore,
Yao Nv has the qualities of an animal. For example, Daji, the concubine of King Di Xin of
the Shang Dynasty, was reincarnated from a fox. She bewitched King Di Xin to do cruel
things to people, which eventually led to the destruction of the Shang.
Yu Opera is one of the most significant Chinese local operas in China. It is originated in
Kaifeng city, Henan province of central China of the late Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) and
formed in the middle Qing Dynasty.
The first imperial was led by minority ethnic in Chinese history. Following Song Dynasty,
Yuan was established by the Mongol Borjigin clan Kublai Khan.
One of Guo in the Spring and Autumn period. Yue is located in Jiangsu province,
southeastern China.
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BC)
Zaju
Zhuji city

Mostly refers to the opera popular in the north of the Yuan Dynasty.
Xi Shi’s legendary hometown. It is located in Shaoxing city, Zhejiang province,
southeastern China.
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